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THE CONTROL OF MEASLES

E D W A R D  S. G O D FR E Y, J r ., M. D.

Director, Division o f  Communicable Diseases, 
State Department o f  Health, Albany, N . Y.

I speak o f the most popular disease that exists in the world to
day. It occurs in every country on the globe, civilized and uncivil
ized, and in a state as densely populated as New York, 90 per cent 
o f  the population have been attacked before reaching their 20th 
year.

You will notice that my subject is the control o f measles and not 
its prevention. The control o f measles consists o f measures designed 
to reduce its mortality. I do not know of any place that has suc
ceeded in preventing measles. While we have what we believe to be 
a practical program o f control, we fail to find in the epidemiology 
o f the disease anything that indicates that prevention has a chance 
o f  being permanently successful.

What is the routine practice o f today? When a case o f measles 
is reported the health officer goes to the house, leaves a circular, puts 
up a placard, prohibits this and that, and concerns himself not at all 
with whether the patient is under medical care or if the physician’s 
orders are being intelligently followed. He keeps the other children 
out o f school for the incubation period o f  the disease. Some health 
officers have required that milk bottles be kept in the house until the 
termination o f the quarantine. Others have been known to close up 
grocery stores and candy shops unless the father could live outside 
the house. These things only happen in about 50 per cent, o f  the 
families that have measles since the other half are never reported. 
But the fact that these things are done to the reported families and 
that unreported families are seldom inconvenienced merely makes 
these restrictions deterrents to reporting.
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348 Measles
Even in a reported case what has been happening in the mean

time ? For three or four days before the child is seen by the physician, 
he has been coughing, sneezing and otherwise spreading his nasal 
and bronchial secretions among his playmates. A fter the rash broke 
out the physician probably took his time about reporting the case and 
thus two or three more days elapsed. The official isolation o f this case 
has, therefore, been o f  no benefit from the standpoint o f prevention.

The primary necessity in the control o f measles is to enforce re
porting. The one place in its control where the exercise o f the police 
power is warranted is in the enforcement o f the law requiring prompt 
reporting.

Having the report what should the health officer do ? In the first 
place, people do not die o f measles— they die o f neglect. Professor 
Victor C. Vaughan told us that at our conference six years ago. 
Hirsch, in his Handbook o f  Historical and Geographical Pathology, 
told us the same thing more than forty years ago. Most measles 
patients die from neglect. The thing to do, therefore, is to see that 
none o f your measles cases are neglected. That is the primary pur
pose to which your report should be put. See that the cases are 
under competent medical supervision. See that the nurse visits them.

What should the nurse do? She should see that the case is 
isolated. This is not for the benefit o f the other children in the 
family or for the benefit of the neighborhood, but for the benefit o f 
the child himself. She should see that the child has the best room 
in the house from the standpoint o f fresh air and sunlight, that he 
is comfortable, stays in bed and obeys the doctor’s orders. That does 
not require a public health nurse. Visiting nurses and clinic nurses 
should be used in these emergencies. A  measles epidemic is a contra
indication to a child welfare clinic because the babies who attend are 
likely to be exposed if taken out. Children o f that age are apt to 
die if they contract measles unless they have the very best o f care.

Secondarily the report should be used for looking up contacts 
and probable contacts, finding out what small children live in the 
neighborhood. Measles in a school child is a comparatively mild 
disease. Very few die. Not more than one or two in ten thousand 
cases. Seventy-five per cent, o f the deaths are in children under three 
years o f age. Ninety per cent, under the age of five. Use the birth 
certificates to find out where these small children are. Send specific 
warning to those parents. Have the nurses spend most o f their time
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among the most ignorant o f  these parents, because ignorance is the 
thing that kills in measles.

These are the points to remember: Make every effort to have 
physicians report and to have the families report. Investigate to 
discover unreported cases, and then see that the cases are taken care 
o f adequately.



PUBLIC HEALTH AS A  PRIVATE 
RESPONSIBILITY*

H A V E N  E M E R SO N , M.D.

Professor o f  Public Health Administration, College o f  Physicians 
and Surgeons, Columbia University, N ew York, N . Y.

It seems to me that we are on the threshold o f an entirely new but 
one of the oldest o f the eras o f preventive medicine and in giving 
this title to the brief remarks I have to make it is for the sake o f 
calling your attention to the fact that we have been through several 
very important eras o f public health. The first one might be properly 
described as the era o f environmental health, the period beginning with 
1700 and carrying on to 1900, when the efforts o f health officers were 
devoted to the control o f communicable disease, particularly through 
the regulation o f environment and the segregation of the sick from 
the well. There was little interest in the health o f the public during 
that era by anybody except the health officers and members o f their 
staffs. Neither the community nor the private agencies had any im
portant contribution to make.

Beginning with 1900 there was a distinct change in the aspect 
and interest in public health and that date practically started the new 
or second era, that is of general information on public health. It 
began with the effort o f those interested in the prevention o f tuber
culosis to tell the three very simple truths about tuberculosis upon 
which the whole campaign has been based, namely that that disease 
is communicable, preventable and curable and in their effort to spread 
these three facts throughout the nation there developed a technique, 
an organization and an interest which has spread in successive waves 
over the country in other fields o f preventive medicine.

You will remember that following the organizaton o f the Na
tional Tuberculosis Association came the Society for the Study of

* Read before the Annual Conference of Public Health Officers and Public 
Health Nurses, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., June, 1928.
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Infant Mortality, then the American Child Health Association and the 
American Social Hygiene Association and the National Committee 
for Mental Hygiene and others for the control o f cancer, heart dis
eases, etc. Each one o f those waves o f public information had for its 
main object the teaching o f the people to go to their physicians early 
in the course o f their sickness, and the effect o f that information has 
been to cause participation in public health by constantly increasing 
groups o f people in every community organized socially, commercially 
and industrially to get better health for themselves.

In 1922 there came a little suggestion that there was a new era 
o f preventive medicine a new era o f  public health to be started and 
the actual time dates from the meeting o f the American Medical 
Association in St. Louis when it was decided that all the efforts o f 
prevention of the A. M. A. should be devoted toward teaching the 
value o f periodic health examinations. That was promptly seconded 
by a vote o f approval by the National Health Council and for these 
last few years there has been a constantly increasing interest by the 
medical profession in that particular technique— the periodic health 
examination. It is for that reason that I suggest that it is time for us 
to consider whether as representatives o f official health organizations 
we ought not to modify our objectives a little bit and develop a plan 
and program and a method of putting it over, as it were, to the 
laity o f our various cities and towns.

W e are on the threshold o f a new era in which there will be a 
transfer of the most important health functions from the health de
partment back into the family and the hands o f the practitioner of 
medicine. In this audience there is no need, to discuss in particular 
those functions which will always be vested in the health depart
ment. That is the function o f registration o f deaths, births and 
sickness, epidemiological studies, functions o f the laboratory, com
municable disease control, and public health engineering if we include 
under that term the control o f such things as water, sewage, milk, 
foods and the control of nuisances. What is o f much importance in 
our position is our position in regard to maternity, child hygiene, 
periodic medical examinations and health education. You will recall 
it has been one o f the arguments o f medical science that the practi
tioner has been engaged in a process of self-elimination. Health 
departments have the same obligation. Nothing excuses the health 
department from carrying out its functions indefinitely without re
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gard to the objectives o f preventive medicine, which are to teach 
people to so live that they may get the most out o f life.

It is o f great importance for us to consider whether in all activi
ties which deal with the individual the responsibility between the 
family and the family physician is not o f greater importance to 
develop than the further extension o f  health department activities 
in this field. No public official that I have ever found working under 
ideal conditions with the individual can give the individual as much as 
that individual ought to want in the way o f health assistance, guid
ance and direction. In other words, even under ideal conditions all 
baby station work or school inspection work or prenatal supervision 
o f the expectant mother under official auspices is from the time, 
attention, personal understanding o f the case provided under official 
auspices comparable to what can be done in the private relationship 
between the physicians and the individual.

Y ou are familiar with the character of work in school inspection 
and you know that the examinations o f school children vary all the 
way from what you might call a once-over or a sort o f  ten second 
glance at tonsils, skin, teeth and face to a more adequate ten minute or 
even twenty minute examination o f the child under more favorable 
conditions. I think you will recognize that the family physician 
giving a complete examination to the child is going to spend more 
time, give more intelligent details and give more value back to the 
family than can ever be accomplished by school medical inspection.

No public official can be as interested in the health o f the indi
vidual child as the members o f the family and their own doctor can 
be. The mayor, governor, health commissioner or school inspector 
have a relatively impersonal viewpoint o f the health of the individual. 
They are concerned with health as it affects the official organization 
with which they deal. The individual family physician knows in
finitely more than any health officer can acquire in his occasional 
contacts with the members of the family as to what they need in that 
family to procure better health. That can not be done by indiscrimi
nate general information— so-called public health information. The 
information that is needed must apply personally and be appropriate 
to the individual concerned.

A  program of such health care can be outlined on the basis of 
the periodic health examination as follows, and those o f you who are 
familiar with the efforts in that field will realize that in suggesting 
periodic health examinations as a program for the family we are
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merely assembling under one category a great many activities which 
have been promoted by health departments with a view o f having 
this transferred where it belongs— to the office o f the private prac
titioner. W e start with those services which begin with the prenatal 
care o f the expectant mother, and at least on five occasions during 
pregnancy the mother should have the benefit o f intimate per
sonal guidance in her manner o f hygiene. A  physician must see 
her at least once. The subsequent contacts may be adequately carried 
on by the nurse, reporting to the physician upon the condition as she 
finds it on her visit to the mother, or the mother proceeds to the 
prenatal class which may be opened in the health center. There is not 
a specific dietary suitable to all mothers. Pregnancy offers the op
portunity to teach at a critical time those simple facts o f living 
which will make the mother more secure and give a greater proba
bility o f the birth and later growth of a healthy infant.

During infancy it has already become the custom to provide at 
least twelve supervisory contacts in the first two years o f life, of 
which six should come once a month in the first six months o f  life 
and the other six in the subsequent eighteen months. I do not believe 
that we can get along with less. I do not believe the mother can 
be adequately taught the details o f technique o f diet, exercise, cloth
ing and the necessity for physical examination in the first two years 
o f  life with less than twelve carefully prepared contacts. These are 
twelve opportunities when the mother comes asking for education 
and advice from her physician. W e can give general principles as 
to diet and manner o f living of the baby, but there are many different 
ways o f being well, many different manners o f life appropriate to 
children according to their inheritance, according to conditions o f 
home, according to conditions o f the mother, and however urgent 
we may consider our baby health station work there is something 
beyond that which the competent physician can give to that family 
which can never be supplied by a person employed by a health de
partment to serve independently, or to serve those who are willing to 
come for advice to the baby station. Five contacts in the prenatal 
period and at least twelve in the first two years o f life. During the 
preschool period again not less than twice a year there should be a 
careful, thorough medical examination o f the child so that common 
defects o f nutrition, habit, conduct, or general conditions o f living 
at home shall be brought under the eyes of the physician. Every six 
months the child should be examined by a physician to see if the
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mother has learned to continue the wise way of living for that 
child, and if there is in the interval between examinations an acute 
infectious process or a persistent loss o f weight or a failure to gain 
weight there should not be a delay for six months before the child 
is brought again.

When we come to the school age we may properly say that once 
a year is sufficient except for those children who have a disturbance 
o f their way o f life which is expressed in their failure to gain in 
weight and failure to develop adequately in their mind and intelli
gence as measured by the usual school tests. During the years from 
six to sixteen we can consider this as a definite function o f the family 
physician. Remember how many school systems have been forced by 
inadequate appropriation o f funds and personnel to have the children 
looked over by the school teacher, and those who showed abnormal 
conditions were referred to the school nurse and she passed the more 
difficult cases with defects on to the physician. Even those who go 
through the hands o f the doctor do not have the whole story in his 
hands because there is no adequate connection between the school 
and the home that can be established by the school nurse at all com
parable to that o f the family physician, who has seen the child 
through sickness in his visits to the home. The school super
vision is a measure o f insurance against gross neglect o f the 
undeveloped, the neglected child. It is not a system at present which 
can be trusted to give to the child o f school age the physiological 
direction o f its life which it must have.

When the child leaves school and enters industry there is a period 
o f perhaps greater need of medical direction than there has been 
before because the child meets not only the hazards of living but the 
hazards o f artificial conditions which constitute the occupational dan
gers. In the majority of cases from sixteen to thirty-six an examina
tion should be made once a year for those who are in hazardous 
trades or those who have an)' abnormal conditions o f growth, weight, 
kidneys, heart or lungs. Through middle age and old age we must 
make our examination according to the condition of the individual. 
Where there is excessive weight or excessive loss o f weight, where 
there is high blood pressure or diabetes then an examination should 
be made every six months, not with the idea o f diagnosing but o f 
guiding the individual through difficulties o f living, which is our 
job  o f preventive medicine. During the entire period o f life there 
would be then approximately seventy-five occasions on which in-
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dividuals should have a consultation at their own initiative, their 
own expense for their own individual life and health with somebody 
trained in the physiological knowledge o f human adaptation. Physi
cians are trained in physiology and pathology. Up to the present time 
the chief use that has been made of physicians has been that o f his 
pathological services. The physician is trained physiologically to 
serve as the teacher in the way o f health, and until people begin to 
seek him for that, the Health Department’s education in public health 
will have failed o f  its best objective. The physician who is com
petent to practice medicine is competent to direct people in the way 
to avoid sickness. No amount o f official contact will replace this 
personal opportunity o f teaching which I believe can be best handled 
by the physician. Such a program should be promoted consciously 
and consistently by the health department with a view to reducing to 
a minimum services paid for out of the tax levy.

I f we successfully teach people to take their children to a 
physician in infancy and the preschool age so that when they pre
sent themselves at school these children are as fit as it is possible 
to make them, there would be little further need for the maintenance 
o f a medical inspection service. Until the parents take the primary 
responsibility for getting medical service for their children and 
paying for it, we shall not as health workers have reached the object 
of our public health education. W e must not teach people to rely 
more and more on the health department but upon their own physi
cian, and to buy and pay for an amount of education which no one 
can get better than in the family physician’s office, in the home or the 
consulting room. Such a personal responsibility does not preclude 
the development o f an organized group o f medical care with the 
hospital or health center as a place for its operation. To get the full 
value o f preventive medicine the inclination and application o f it 
must be personal, must be persistent and appropriate to the indi
vidual according to the individual’s age, status and personality. W e 
must in official work deal with generalities. W e must teach the 
general rules o f right living. But any physician with a family practice 
of any size at all, recognizes the necessity o f changing radically 
people’s way o f living according to their occupation, according to their 
age, and what is wise for one may later be wholly inappropriate for 
another in the same household. It was said by that very wise teacher, 
Sir George Newman, that the function of preventive medicine is to 
build a better tabernacle for the soul o f man to inhabit. W e recognize

y
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that this is not a thing that can be done through official agencies. T o 
prepare this tabernacle means an intimate application o f all our knowl
edge of the way o f living to the individual with all the individual’s 
limitations o f inheritance. It is for the physician to apply all o f this 
information most appropriately within the household. W e are en
gaged upon a process o f adjustment, a process o f biological adapta
tion so that man may successfully adjust himself to the artificial 
environment which is created for his security, for his comfort, for 
his work, for his pleasure, each o f which adjustments carries hazards 
entirely apart from those o f communicable diseases. It is not safe 
to develop public health at the expense o f  the practitioner o f medi
cine. Health insurance need not be either commercial or govern
mental. It should be developed as a part o f the relationship between 
the family and the physician. It is time that health departments 
developed the leadership, develop a plan by which many official 
activities may be relegated to the home, where they belong.

I recognize this procedure is a little out o f the line o f the senti
ment and opinion of this meeting, but I know many whom I have 
been associated with as physicians in this State who believe that there 
is a large opening for the extension o f preventive medicine through 
channels quite other than those o f  official or voluntary health agencies. 
W e know that many private health agencies have lived far beyond 
their period o f usefulness for the sake o f continuing an organization 
which permits an executive officer to be employed. I think it is time 
that health officers and private agencies should recognize quite clearly 
now, and take thought of a plan which will teach people to buy and 
pay for health education as an indispensable service for their own 
family lives. I believe it is better for them to pay it out o f their 
own pocketbook than to pay it indirectly through official agencies, 
through the tax levy and have the services provided by persons 
whom they are not intimately concerned with. I go back to my 
statement that public health is simply the sum of private health. 
There is no way of unloading the responsibility for health upon 
the public agency. The full usefulness o f preventive medicine as 
we know it now cannot be obtained until we develop in the minds 
o f the parents o f the households o f the country a conviction that 
there is something desirable within their reach which they ought to 
try to get individually. I recommend you to have as a thought 
in your minds the idea that personal health is an individual respon
sibility that cannot be escaped.



FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DE
VELOPING OF SOCIAL SERVICE WORK IN 

HOSPITALS*

M A LC O LM  T. M acEACH ERN , M.D., C.M., D. Sc.

Associate Director, American College o f Surgeons 
and Director o f Hospital Activities, Chicago.

Progressive development in all activities, whether commercial, 
professional, educational or philanthropical, presupposes a definite 
plan or scheme to follow. That which is worth while does not hap
pen o f its own accord. There must be a definite plan to work to 
and a guiding hand or spirit behind that plan. In no other field of 
activity is needed more careful planning and guidance than in hos
pital work in its numerous phases, where life and death hang con
stantly in the balance. The more I study hospitals and the more I 
contact directly or indirectly with the twenty-five hundred under 
review by our own organization— The American College o f Surgeons 
— the more I am convinced that thoughtful study and planning o f all 
phases is required to assure efficient administration so essential for 
the proper care o f the patient.

The assembling of authentic data as to how various activities or 
procedures are carried out, the analyzing and studying o f this data, 
and the deducing o f practical, uniform, adaptable principles o f guid
ance is most essential. The hospital field wants facts or knowledge 
o f successfully tried methods. Having obtained this, however, it 
must be remembered that no one standard or pattern will fit all, but 
any plan submitted should consist chiefly of principles which can 
be modified to suit the particular institution under consideration.

Hospital Standardization, as promoted by the American College 
o f Surgeons, must not be interpreted as making all hospitals similar

* Read before the meeting of the American Association of Hospital Social 
Workers, held in connection with the American Hospital Association, San 
Francisco, Cal., August, 1928.
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in physical content and conduct. It presupposes the application of 
such well thought-out and tried principles o f procedure as will insure 
the patient: (a ) an accurate diagnosis; (b )  the most scientific
treatment, and (c )  the restoration to normal health, if at all possible, 
in the shortest and most comfortable manner. That is why you, as 
a group of exceedingly important workers in the hospital field, must 
be part and parcel o f the movement known as Hospital Standardiza
tion. You surely can justly claim a share in diagnosis, treatment 
and follow-up if functioning in your proper capacity.

Social service has been tried sufficiently long in hospitals to con
vince even the most skeptical that it is worth while for any progres
sive institution. Surely with your organization, its various units, 
and the individual hospitals, there is abundance of information from 
which a plan of guiding principles embracing organization, facilities, 
personnel, functions and procedures can be deduced. Today I sub
mit for your consideration a few fundamental principles applicable 
to social service work in the hospital and which may be o f assistance 
in organizing new units or further developing existing departments.

I. O R G A N IZ A T IO N

That, whenever practicable and possible, a hospital should have a 
well organised social service department as an integral part o f  the 
organisation, and under competent supervision and direction.

The question at once arises: should every hospital have a social 
service department? I f  the answer depends on whether or not a 
considerable proportion o f patients have medical-social problems then 
it would be definitely apparent that all hospitals, large or small, 
private or public, should have the advantage of this service. Per
sonally, I believe there is a place for the trained social worker in 
every hospital if I have a true interpretation o f her functions and 
the needs o f the patient. It is impossible to separate the social aspect 
o f the patient from the scientific, or the diagnosis, treatment, and 
follow-up as already intimated. I am willing to admit that from my 
first-hand knowledge o f the practice o f medicine in hospitals the scien
tific results could be greatly improved if all these institutions had the 
advantage of a well organized social service department. Unfortu
nately, there prevails a deep-rooted feeling that the private patient 
does not require this service, but worldly means cannot always relieve 
social ills and mental worries which can be readily diagnosed by social
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case study and possibly successfully treated, thus greatly assisting the 
physician in his scientific care o f the patient. There should be no 
argument against the extension of social service to all types o f pa
tients in the hospital, regardless of social status or class differences.

It is an accepted principle that the social service department 
should have at its head a competent, trained social worker with the 
qualifications approved by the American Association o f Hospital 
Social Workers. Such a standard of qualification is necessary. She 
should supervise and direct all the activities o f the department and be 
responsible directly to the chief executive officer of the hospital, 
regardless of the method o f financial support. I mention the lattei 
particularly on account of the frequently prevailing custom of hav
ing the social service department financed outside of the hospital 
budget— through a group, committee or organization providing the 
special funds.

The social service department should be an integral part o f the 
organization just as much as the other essential services— nursing, 
dietary, clinical laboratory X-ray, and should be properly correlated 
with the various units constituting the organization.

II. FA C IL IT IE S

There should be adequate accommodation fo r  the social service 
department, readily accessible to patients, doctors, and administrative 
officials o f  the hospital, affording the necessary comforts and privacy 
fo r  patients and facilities fo r  carrying on the work expeditiously and 
efficiently.

The above principle needs very little explanation other than em
phasizing the need for more attention being given the physical 
arrangement o f this department. The accessibility to patients, doc
tors, and administrative officials is imperative if the full use 
of the department is to be encouraged. Likewise, the comfort and 
privacy o f the patient must not be overlooked. Frequently many of 
the interviews with patients are of a private or confidential nature 
and it is advisable, if at all possible, to have a separate or inner room 
for this purpose. In planning a new hospital definite attention should 
be given the location and layout for the social service department. 
Generally speaking, very little thought has been given these features 
in the past. Possibly one of the best planned departments I have had 
the opportunity o f seeing is that o f the new Philadelphia General
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Hospital. Here the department is planned and located so as to 
conveniently articulate with the closely associated services and be 
readily accessible to patients and doctors, the two groups with which 
the social worker is constantly contacting.

III. PE R SO N N E L

That there should he adequate personnel under competent super
vision, this to include particularly, the necessary number o f trained 
social workers, clerks, and volunteer workers when deemed advisable.

The varieties o f personnel are indicated above. The number will 
vary, depending on the size and type o f the institution and extent to 
which the services of the social worker are used. It is therefore im
possible to lay down a practical working ratio of social workers to 
patients as might be done in considering other activities or services 
in the hospital. Unquestionably, if we did say that there should 
be at least one trained social worker for every one hundred patients, 
the number of the group in the field would be greatly increased, and 
yet it could not be considered more than the minimum required. 
However, it is not advisable to lay down even a minimum ratio in this 
regard as each case should be considered on its own merits.

It is hardly necessary for me to discuss the special qualifications 
required for persons engaged in this work, other than to state that 
personality, tact, patience, sympathy, and understanding o f human 
nature should be given prior consideration. No doubt a long list of 
additional qualifications could be well considered if time permitted.

Another special person I should like to see added to the personnel 
is that o f hospital host. I like to meet this hospital host at the door 
or in the front hall of the hospital. This is an imporant person 
inasmuch as here is made the first contact with patient, relative or 
friend, and first impressions are usually lasting. Unquestionably 
much can be done by the hospital host in humanizing the hospital.

IV . R ECO RD S

That there should be a complete and comprehensive system o f  
records filed in an accessible manner, these to include particularly: 
identification o f  patient, social data bearing on the case, problems pre
senting, reasons fo r  study and treatment, disposal o f case, follow-up, 
and any additional data affecting the scientific care o f  the patient.

All departments of the modern hospital must carefully record
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findings and performance if we are to have intelligent and efficient 
hospital administration. The medical-social record of the patient 
should be readily available for use in the diagnosis and treatment of 
the patient. The privacy of the social case record must be safe
guarded at all times. Finally, let me remind you of the value of these 
records for investigation and research in the field of social work as 
related to scientific medicine and general welfare. Too often such 
records are filed away permanently without further reference, not
withstanding the fact that they offer valuable information for re
search, which is very much needed today in your work.

V. FU N C TIO N S

That the primary function o f the social service department should 
be to assist the doctor in the scientific care o f the patient through 
medical-social case study, requiring the assembling, analyzing and 
evaluating o f  all data obtained for  the purpose o f working out a, 
proper medical-social plan correlated with diagnosis, treatment and 
follow-up; and that the secondary functions should be: (a ) to assist 
the administration o f the hospital in the better understanding o f the 
social aspect o f the patient; (b ) to induce the patient to take treat
ment better; (c )  to relieve the patient and family o f physical and 
mental worries; (d ) to cooperate with public health, welfare agencies 
and official bodies in promoting better community relations; (e )  to co
operate with schools o f nursing and universities in the education o f  
the student nurse and social worker.

It seems to me necessary at this time to classify the functions 
o f the social service department into primary and secondary, or major 
and minor, though in actual practice this may not always work out, as 
for instance: the admission of the patient is the initial step in the 
case study but actually constitutes an administrative act. M y only 
desire in recommending this classification is to place emphasis where 
it properly belongs— on medical social case study. W e must draw the 
social worker closer to scientific medicine in diagnosis, treatment and 
follow-up if she is to carry out the real purpose of her mission. In 
all this work the interest and cooperation of the doctor is most essen
tial. Unfortunately, only a small minority of the medical profession, 
I fear, fully appreciate the value o f real or genuine social service 
work. For this they must not be condemned. Our medical schools 
do not teach this subject in its fundamentals. You as a group or in-
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dividually contact too little with the medical profession. Have you 
ever attended a medical society meeting which was addressed by a 
social worker ? Further, there exists an unfounded fear on the part 
o f some o f the medical profession that the social worker 
may find out too much about the case and perhaps cause them 
embarrassment. There is great need for a better understanding of 
your functions by the medical profession generally and sometimes by 
administrators of hospitals. Unless this is brought about your work 
will be handicapped. Let me therefore suggest and urge that more 
conferences be held with these groups. The social worker should 
at least have one evening with the medical staff each year, and I 
would also like to see her attend the staff conference and take part 
when advisable. O f what incalculable value the social worker could 
be to the doctor in his work if there was a better mutual under
standing.

The secondary functions o f the social worker are more greatly 
appreciated than the primary and, I believe I am safe in stating, con
stitute the major portion o f her work in many instances. These, too, 
are most important. Undoubtedly the social worker has greatly in
creased the efficiency of the admitting desk and the out-patient de
partment. She meets the patient with a thorough understanding of 
human nature. She has done much to humanize the admitting desk 
and the out-patient department— two places where vital contact is 
made with the patient. The social status o f  the patient, carefully 
investigated at the admitting desk and verified by a visit to the home 
or through contacting agencies is o f extreme value to the hospital 
administrator. The social worker can relieve many o f the mental 
and physical worries o f the patient and family, thus helping the 
doctor by inducing his patient to take treatment better. Not infre
quently she can promote better cooperaion between patient and family 
on the one hand and the doctor on the other. It is the duty of the 
social worker to cooperate in every possible manner with allied or 
similar agencies in the community for the promotion of good will 
and fellowship towards the hospital. Further, such contact and co
operation may be valuable in preventing duplication o f effort, over
lapping or omission of any kind.

A  further important secondary function worthy o f a moment’s 
discussion is that o f cooperating with the school o f nursing in the 
education of the student nurse and the university in the training of 
the social worker. No school o f nursing can be complete in



its training without lectures and practical experience in social service 
work. The social worker should give a course of lectures to 
the student nurse augmented by actual experience in field work. No 
nurse can get the true perspective o f her profession who has not had 
some practical experience in this branch o f work. It is right to 
assume that training for social workers is now recognized to 
be on an academic basis and generally carried on by universities or 
colleges affiliated with universities. The field worker for such 
courses should be provided through the better organized social service 
departments o f the larger hospitals. In no better manner can the 
social service student appreciate the application o f the theoretical 
knowledge gained in her academic course.

An additional function is that o f the education o f the patient to 
live a better social life. T o  this must be added the education o f the 
public generally in social conditions, which makes a very broad edu
cational program for the social worker.

V I. CO N FEREN CES

That there should he regular group conferences: (a ) o f  the 
workers in the department to review and analyse the work being 
performed, fo r  the purpose o f determining progress or causes o f  
inefficiencies in order to increase the efficiency o f  the service; 
(b ) o f the director with other department heads o f the hospital to 
promote better cooperation and coordination; (c )  o f the director with 
welfare organizations to promote better community relations.

No person in the present day can deny the value of group con
ferences. The day o f the individual worker is passing. It is being 
replaced by the get-together spirit where knowledge and experience 
is unselfishly pooled for the benefit o f all, and a better understanding 
promotes cooperation, coordination and good will, all o f which is so 
necessary to develop wholesome social service work in any hospital.

C O N CLU SIO N

From the foregoing you will readily conclude that the program 
outlined is a very large order. However, I do not see how you as a 
profession can live up to your full responsibilities and opportunities 
unless you accept the challenge set forth above. Your proper status 
must be clearly established in the minds o f all. A  truer perspective is 
required as to your functions. Your latent resources must be utilized,
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which can only be properly done by proceeding according to a plan 
which has for its ultimate objectives the promotion of scientific medi
cine, efficient hospital administration and service, improved com
munity welfare conditions, and above all “ better care of the patient" 
— first, last and at all the times the primary consideration o f every 
institution worthy of the name hospital, and the purpose for which 
it was dedicated. It is around the patient we must center all our 
thoughts and efforts. The right care of the patient— man, woman 
or child, regardless o f race, color, creed or social status, is the chal
lenge we must all accept, and in this you should play an important 
role.



POPULARIZING YOUR HOSPITAL THROUGH A  
SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT*

C O N STA N C E  B E LL W E BB

Director o f  Social Service, Lakeside Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio.

T o be trusted, the hospital must be understood; to be sought 
after, it must have its service appreciated; to be popular, it must meet 
patients o f all sorts and kinds and serve them in terms of their own 
conceived needs. This is always true in addition to the obvious 
requirement to give good medical, surgical, and administrative serv
ice. For the purpose o f this paper these considerations are not dis
cussed. The highest grade o f professional and administrative service 
is presupposed and taken for granted. The question within the scope 
o f this paper is: what part has a social service department in creat
ing trust through understanding, popularity through service so 
applied as to satisfy the patients o f the community from their or its 
own standpoint? Given two hospitals in a community large or small 
with comparable professional standards, one with an effective social 
service department and one without, it is my purpose to show that the 
former hospital will inevitably be the more popular and deservedly so.

I f  we consider the effort to “ popularize”  the hospital to be the 
same as the effort to make it generally intelligible to people o f all 
sorts, as is indicated by the definition in the Century Dictionary, it 
is evident that there must be bases o f relationship as varied as the 
groups and appropriate to each. A  hospital experience is not one 
desired by anyone no matter how sophisticated. It is dreaded by 
many whom one would expect to have a more understanding view. 
It is one that is literally shunned as a deadly experiment by a vast 
number who need it the most. What can a social service department 
o f perhaps only one or two workers in a small hospital hope to do 
to offset such a state o f things. Just as surely as news o f unfortu-

* Read before the meeting of the American Association of Hospital Social 
Workers, held in connection with the American Hospital Association, San 
Francisco, Cal., August, 1928.
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366 Popularizing the Hospital
nate experiences, apparent disregard for individual needs and mis
understanding o f personal viewpoints, travels fast and hard, so will 
the confidence inspired by the opposite experience permeate com
munities and be passed from one to another in related groups.

Let us mention the various interest groups upon whom a hos
pital is dependent for its popularity in any community. There are 
the professional groups other than doctors and nurses, who, o f 
course, have a special basis o f knowledge with which to evaluate 
experiences, anecdotes, and rumors. Such a group would include, 
for instance, ministers, lawyers, and teachers. There is the large 
group o f employers in factories, shops and homes, many of whom 
have the personal dread of hospitals mentioned above and who are 
therefore unable o f themselves to counteract the criticisms o f others. 
There are the self-supporting, but non-employing groups, whose in
fluence among themselves is far-reaching because o f somewhat closer 
neighborhood relationship, and the tendency to front-porch or back
door exchange o f gossip. There are the groups of those who are 
constantly on the borderline o f want and cannot withstand a sudden 
lapse o f employment or onset o f illness.

Roughly any community divides itself into these general classifi
cations, all the groups reacting to some extent upon one another as 
well as within their own limits. T o  a limited degree certain people 
within each o f these groups will try to base their opinions o f a hos
pital on facts learned through careful investigation and through in
quiry from reliable sources, but by and large the majority o f people 
proceed on the basis o f considering the evil o f the day sufficient unto 
the day itself and are not disposed to acquaint themselves o f condi
tions unnecessarily early. When the time does come they usually 
have neither the opportunity to get reliable information nor the 
calmness o f mind intelligently to evaluate it. It is for this reason 
that popularity, which might at first thought be considered a super
ficial consideration and perhaps a trifle undignified, is in reality an 
extremely important matter for any hospital to develop.

Perhaps a few illustrations will serve to show how a social service 
department whose major concern is medical-social case work with 
individuals and families, can insure greater popularity for a hos
pital with the different groups we have enumerated.

Perhaps no more clannish and no more suspicious group could 
be found than the typical Italian neighborhood especially just after 
one favorite child o f the community had died in a hospital. One day
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Antonia, a little friend o f Carmillita, who had died, was found in 
serious need of hospital care because o f cardiac trouble. The 
father and mother refused to consider hospitalization. They were 
determined that she should not come in lest she die, too. The social 
worker, well understanding their fear, spent considerable time with 
the family explaining and reassuring, then, even more important, 
took the parents to the ward, showed them the facilities, the friendli
ness o f the nurses and the doctors, the happiness of the children. 
The child came in, was much improved and went home to the joy 
o f the family and all the neighborhood. The next time a child must 
come to that hospital from “ Little Italy”  the way will be smoother for 
him and for the hospital.

Tim O ’Reilly had almost never had a sick day in his life. He 
certainly had never been dependent on anyone for anything. He had 
always worked and been self-sufficient, but always a naturally easy 
giver, he had nothing saved. He was belligerent, to say the least, 
when because o f osteomyelitis he had to give up his work as waiter 
and come into the hospital. Because the social worker understood 
and took the pains to follow the leads he could give her, she found 
a type o f work he would be able to do when he left the hospital. She 
secured employment for him at special work in the office o f the 
Waiters’ Union. O ’Reilly not only became a different type o f pa
tient on the ward, but after his discharge, spread among his waiter 
friends, the story of how understanding^ he had been helped. The 
next time a criticism of that hospital starts circulating about the 
Waiters’ Union it is safe to say that it will not go far before 
O ’Reilly’s story is told to counteract it and the question will either 
be dropped or pains taken to get the facts.

Mrs. Foster, eight months pregnant, was brought into the hos
pital with a fractured femur. O f course, everyone who knew any
thing o f the circumstances was much exercised about her and anxious 
to help her in every way. She was worried about her children at 
home. The volunteer who saw her on the ward was deeply con
cerned. Through the social worker’s visits in the home, interviewing 
the family and the neighbors and bringing reassuring news to the 
mother o f the good care relatives and friends were giving the chil
dren, she accomplished even more than the better convalescence o f 
the patient. She showed the friendly concern of the hospital for the 
family as well as for the patient and demonstrated to the neighbor
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hood more surely than in any other way the truly helpful spirit of 
the hospital.

The volunteer who was interested in Mrs. Foster is only one o f 
many whom the social worker invariably attracts to her department 
and makes an immediate ally. No more potent force for truly inter
preting the hospital can be found than these volunteers. Among the 
professional and the employer groups especially, her explanations and 
interpretations o f experiences are valuable antidotes to dinner and 
tea table criticisms. Since negative and harmful viewpoints for some 
peculiar reason always take root more firmly and spread more quickly 
than do positive and helpful ones, such impartial statements as these 
volunteers are able to make, are essential in creating a trust and 
confidence without which no hospital can well go forward. Trust 
begets trust and she has seen with her own eyes and can substantiate 
her opinion with experience. Since she is not involved with the in
stitution from any material interest her words carry much added 
weight and force.

A  volunteer, for instance, who herself at first was inclined to 
criticize the hospital for not giving an opiate to a particular patient 
saw the reason clearly when it was thoroughly explained to her as 
impossible in the light of good medical service to the patient. She 
will be able to speak with assurance and conviction when any such 
criticism comes to her own ears in the future. That such faith and 
trust does develop and bear fruit was illustrated recently by a vol
unteer who came to the Out-Patient Department o f a hospital to ask 
that a certain episode be looked up and a method suggested whereby 
a patient in whom she was interested could in the future be taken 
care o f more easily. An unfortunate combination o f circumstances 
had conspired to cause the patient delay and inconvenience and to 
feel that she was not getting the attention she needed. The spirit o f 
the volunteer in assuring the patient before she knew any of the facts, 
that there would be an explanation and that everything would be 
cleared up went far to make the later arrangements with the patient 
much easier and more satisfactory. In this case the volunteer’s atti
tude was born o f many previous experiences when just such ap
parent inconsistencies had proven understandable and explainable. 
She had seen concrete evidence o f the value o f sound medical social 
case work with patients.

Because the affairs of the man of all work, the cleaning maid, 
the laundry woman are of great concern to the housewife; because

Popularizing the Hospital
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the workmen is often an important individual to the employer; be
cause the friends o f the poor and the friends o f the well-to-do often 
hear the selfsame stories about a hospital and because no story was 
ever known to lose in the telling, especially after many repetitions, it 
behooves any hospital to have a department, however small, whose 
major concern is the adjustment o f the social factors connected with 
the illness o f its patients. In the many ramifications of relationship 
into which the social worker will perforce be thrown in the conduct 
o f her case work she and her volunteer aides will create more friends 
for the hospital, more confidence and more support than may be 
imagined.

The facilities, the personnel, the equipment, the surroundings o f a 
hospital may be the finest that medical science can devise. That 
hospital will not be truly popular among the clientelle it aims to serve 
and will not be truly effective in the community unless that equip
ment and personnel, those facilities and surroundings, are made of 
vital intimate concern to the poorest ward patient as well as to the 
wealthiest occupant o f a private room.

It may be said that in small places all o f this interpretation and 
many o f these services are furnished by the medical staff who still 
know their patients as old time family physicians knew theirs. No 
medical social worker worthy o f the name thinks o f herself as bring
ing anything new into the practice o f medicine. On the contrary 
she is merely trying to revive the old social services of the family 
physician, with the addition of those items of knowledge that have 
come to the practice o f social case work in the last several decades. 
The family physician even in very small communities is giving way 
perforce to the specialist to the extent to which his patients have needs 
for which he cannot give care. Recently I had occasion to study the 
situation o f a hospital in a small community. It had loyally and self- 
sacrificingly served that community for nearly fifty years. The de
velopments o f medical science, the complexities o f social life even in 
so small a place had lessened the cohesion between the personnel o f 
the hospital and the populace. Specialists from other cities came for 
special services. Irregularities in social adjustment necessitated an 
interpreter o f them to the hospital and of the hospital to the com
munity if through individual services truth were to be demonstrated 
and attitudes changed. That hospital had no social service depart
ment in the true sense o f the word and later developments proved its 
unfortunate lack o f popularity in the town.
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A  well-trained social service staff with sound ideals and technique 

even though there be but one worker will strengthen the position 
o f  any hospital that is worthy o f confidence and support. As a grow
ing number o f people in all walks o f life receive really helpful and 
socially constructive services, people o f all “ sorts and conditions”  
will more fully understand the hospital, feel it belongs to them, 
take pride in its achievements and help to spread its gospel o f health.
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HEALTH PROTECTION PURCHASEABLE BY 
THE FAMILY*

H A V E N  E M E R SO N , M.D.

Columbia University, N ew York

Until the family and the individual take primary responsibility 
for their own health the full possibilities o f benefit from preventive 
medicine will not be reached. The limits o f improvement in the 
health o f a community which can be accomplished by administrative 
and organized efforts have been very closely approached in many 
countries, and here and there widely in this country, while there 
remains a great and almost boundless realm o f protection by the 
medical sciences which from the very nature o f the cause and origins 
o f  sickness and disabilities cannot be entered by official agents o f 
health departments with any hope o f success. It is o f the very 
essence o f personal health that it should be consciously sought, that 
sacrifices may be made for its attainment, that character may be 
expressed and developed in its achievement, rather than that superior 
authority and intelligence o f an impersonal force using the police 
power o f the state or the influence o f social organization, should pro
vide health to the passive beneficiary.

Briefly we may review the history o f public health effort in this 
country as having passed through two great eras, that o f sanitation 
or control o f environment and that o f popular information, the 
former o f long duration, probably 200 years from about 1700-1900, 
the latter quite recent and starting with the tuberculosis movement 
o f 1901 and both o f them still effective and properly credited with a 
great share in the wealth o f life in which we are now rejoicing.

A s I conceive it we are now on the promising threshold o f a 
third and even more significant period which in principle and promise 
offers more security and happiness in life than either o f its predeces-

* Read before the meeting o f the California Conference of Social Workers, 
Yosemite Valley, May, 1928. <
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sors. Today’s health movement began with the conscious agreement 
in 1922 between the organized medical profession and the special 
social forces represented in the National Health Council, that health 
examinations are an indispensable instrument o f health protection 
and the one upon which any success o f the existing campaigns has 
primarily been based. By health examinations there was implied 
personal initiative in seeking medical advice, not to find and label a 
disease, but to plan a way o f right living, with and for the individual 
according to the patient’s sex, age, race, occupation, social and 
economic situation, so that all the benefits o f physiology rather than 
o f pathology, o f hygiene rather than o f therapeutics may be won.

Looking at the range of our present efforts, analyzing the various 
modalities we apply to attain protection against disease, we come in 
each specialty o f tuberculosis, venereal disease control, mental hygiene, 
heart disease, and cancer to that same single intimate personal relation 
between physician and patient upon the thoroughness and wisdom of 
which the end result depends. Looking at the whole field o f health, 
as it were chronologically, we find that the health examination is the 
alpha and omega o f our program. At the very origin o f life we 
provide the prenatal supervision o f the expectant mother, an educa
tional process in physiology based on the detailed information secured 
by the physician and often carried on through six months by his 
interpreter, the visiting nurse. With the baby’s arrival there starts 
a process o f education of the mother in the most delicate and respon
sive o f experiments in hygiene. Intuition counts for little when the 
child’s life depends upon nice details of nutrition, specific immunity, 
adjustments to extremes o f artificial environment and in exposures 
to a multitude o f hazardous visitors. The baby station offers but a 
crude and incomplete counterpart o f the periodic visit o f the mother 
and infant to the physician’s office where inquiry, examination, 
records, question, and teaching are all part o f the health experience 
o f the mother in a sort o f graduate education in right living. And 
so on through the preschool, and school age, nothing is provided by 
the official services comparable except in name to what the parent 
and child should and can get by demanding periodic health advice 
based, not on generalities, but on the particular condition found in 
the child in question. It is by such individualization o f health pro
tection that the family realizes that public health is merely the com
posite o f personal healths and that the ultimate object o f preventive 
medicine is the largest number o f persons who attain the satisfac
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tions and duration o f life they are capable o f by passing around 
rather than by going through disease. The measure o f individual 
merit clinically or professionally among physicians may well be their 
tally of healthy families not their trophies o f operative prowess, 
their histories o f uninterrupted lives of health not their barrels o f 
tonsils or bottles o f appendices.

In adult life where occupations, the strains and hazards of liveli
hood, and the advances o f age begin to bear down upon the stiffening 
body, the health examination proves the truth of the axiom that there 
are as many ways o f being healthy as there are diseases. Is there any 
essential difference among the methods suggested for prevention of 
heart disease, diabetes, cancer, tuberculosis, mental disorder, obesity, 
high blood pressure? What can be done for each in a sense o f pre
vention depends chiefly upon the time at which the person gives the 
physician a chance to match his . skill o f observation against the in
sidious and unappreciated early symptoms of disorder by which the 
patient has not yet been annoyed or frightened.

Now the physician is sought when pain, fever, disability inter
fering with work or play, or fear o f these drive the patient to call 
upon him. He is always on the other side of disease, the pathological 
side. When he is used for the near side of sickness, and his physio
logical abilities put in demand, the pre-clinical stages o f deviations 
put before him, then indeed shall we be in the midst o f the modern 
era o f health protection, which in contrast to those o f sanitation or 
the environmental stage, and of the education or popular information 
period will be that o f universal personal participation in applied pre
ventive medicine, each family physician being the health officer, each 
household the health unit, the doctor’s office and the community clinic 
being the health centers o f the day.

W e are now spending enough on preposterous and unprofitable 
whims, patent medicines, quackeries to pay amply for all the services 
needed to realize this vision o f constructive personal health educa
tion based on individual examination and specific needs.

It is my firm belief that until the full genius o f social experiment 
has been applied to the creating o f a demand for such personal 
service, and to the satisfaction o f it by medical care o f high quality 
within the means o f the members o f any community to pay for, it 
would be a calamity for us to succumb to the easy plan o f turning 
over health protection to our government by any form o f health 
insurance so far applied in any country.
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The complicated problem of health service is quite inseparable 

from that o f  care o f the sick and is at present deadlocked by the 
lack o f  answer to the two questions: 1— How may the cost o f both 
be lowered ? W e care for both sickness and health in a costly way 
now, even though cities and states may be parsimonious with their 
health departments; 2— How can the poor and those in modest cir
cumstances get what medical science is capable o f giving them when 
the quality o f work they need is out o f the means o f all but the few 
o f wealth? Disease whether physical or mental does not gauge its 
attack on a family budget basis, and by and large sickness is more 
frequent and more severe as we descend the economic scale.

I know of nothing in the experience of our government to justify 
belief in its ability, by states or nation, to provide from tax moneys 
the personnel and their technical direction necessary to satisfy the 
legitimate demands o f our people for an effective share in the results 
o f  medical science personally applied. History shows a long record 
o f absence o f imagination, competence, and honesty in federal deal
ings with the sick. I ’ll venture that the Veterans’ Bureau has 
damaged more characters than it has healed o f the sick.

Other ways than through government compulsory insurance may 
and should be found. I f  we had exact knowledge o f the extent, 
character, length, and cost o f bona fide sickness we might properly 
expect the commercial insurance companies to enter the field. A t 
present they have no basis in fact upon which to calculate the neces
sary charges. Perhaps the studies o f the Committee on Cost o f  
Medical Care will offer an answer.

Malingering and the abuse o f a public or institutional service for 
the sick falls to a trifling fraction when the spirit o f responsibility is 
introduced, as in the mutual and friendly society work, whether or 
not provided by the industry itself for workmen and their families.

Industry has tried various methods, commonly charging the cost 
to production and providing out o f its wisdom what the employer 
thinks will best hold his labor. Where the workmen share in de
termining what they want and what they find necessary to pay, the 
adequacy o f care rises and cost falls.

European governments have found it to general advantage to 
subsidize friendly societies providing sickness care and there seems 
no good reason why pooled resources could not be directed towards 
health protection as well as for sickness treatment.
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Then there is the experiment o f guild organization o f medical 

groups, prepared to the needs o f a whole community, sometimes in 
industrial towns with base and branch hospitals and outpost clinics, 
sometimes as independent and competing services in mixed popula
tions as in Kenosha, Wisconsin, the Jackson Clinic, etc., sometimes 
functioning from a hospital and health center provided by the com
munity as at Alameda, often for a University family as at Berkeley, 
Ann Arbor, or Madison.

Can we not picture, as a solution quite in step with the best in 
American tradition, the spirit o f the respected family physician ex
pressed in the group of doctors assembled to meet the new levels o f 
community care? The genius o f American social progress has been 
most commonly expressed in experiment, by state, county, city or 
village units. Our safety is not in central authority and uniformity 
o f direction, but in the great flexibility and adaptability o f our inde
pendent social and political units ready to initiate or imitate as seems 
best in looking over the nation in its many parts.

T o accept as England did a sickness insurance scheme, thereby 
including and stabilizing into approved practices all the weaknesses 
o f the then existing medical errors o f procedure and relationship 
would spell stagnation in the social uses o f medicine here as it has 
there.

Let us standardize and conform only after the widest possible ex
periment. Let the origin o f new modes and objectives for the 
medical sciences as applied for health and care o f the sick come from 
the separate and numerous communities not from above as it were, 
from a single federal commission or bureau or from the state capitol.

Remember what happened in Hutcheson, Minnesota where the 
people finding they could not tax themselves for this purpose sub
scribed the necessary funds, for the purpose, as they declared, o f 
“ owning, maintaining, and conducting a community hospital for the 
use and benefit o f the general public and the medical and surgical 
professions; to conserve and improve the public health, and relieve 
physical suffering and encourage and cultivate an understanding o f 
hygiene and sanitation.”  There they have freedom o f use o f  the 
hospital by all physicians, and equally free choice o f doctors by 
patients, and yet the community owns, operates and supports this 
necessary social instrument, the hospital, as is the custom with schools, 
libraries, courthouses, town halls, and even churches.
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Most states permit communities to tax themselves for local or 

regional hospitals, the so-called Biggs Health Centers bill for New 
York State being one o f the most broadly conceived pieces o f per
missive legislation, designed to release the initiative and resources 
o f  county towns and groups o f villages so that they might have all 
that the metropolitan populations enjoy from preventive and curative 
medicine.

Preventive and curative medicine hold in trusteeship for society 
o f the future greater booms than ever the last half century o f sanitary 
progress has given us. Official protection o f the community against 
the ignorance, indifference, and viciousness o f the few will always 
be needed. The family will but poorly share in the potential benefits 
o f today’s knowledge, unless physicians are used in their private 
relationships for personal teaching and guidance in health as they 
have heretofore been trusted with life and death in home and hos
pital. The physician is rarely an organizer, his experience and train
ing have been in problems o f the individual.

You who represent the social sciences, the forces o f liberal 
thought, the technique o f social organization and experiment owe it to 
your clients and to your profession to encourage communities to de
mand and provide for the full range o f medical guidance so that 
health and sickness care can be bought by the family o f a good quality 
and in quantity according to their needs.



PUBLIC HEALTH AND MENTAL HYGIENE*

H A V E N  E M E R SO N , M.D.

Columbia University, N ew York.

Let us accept Sir George Newman’s description o f the object of 
preventive medicine, “ To build a better tabernacle for the soul of 
man to inhabit.”  A  tabernacle was originally a tent or hut, a movable 
or temporary structure, a place of worship carried by wandering 
tribes, and in the early Christian era became a symbol of the natural 
body of man.

Historically all organized social efforts in the medical field in this 
country have begun with care o f the sick and only with the gathered 
knowledge o f its extent and preventability have efforts been made 
in what we call public health.

It certainly takes a higher type of imagination, if not o f intelli
gence, and a deeper more thorough familiarity with human life and 
its relation to environment, and among the members of a community, 
together with a clearer perspective, to foresee and forestall the ap
proach of disease than to treat it or relieve it when it has attacked.

A  great benefit that comes with the vision o f prevention, is that 
to be successful any public health campaign demands a wide spread 
o f information and a degree of social participation which is rarely 
needed in the treatment of the sick.

As a matter of fact we really know more o f reliable means o f pre
venting disease than we yet know o f cures. Lack of appreciation 
of our present facts rather than dearth of them is our worst error at 
present.

Furthermore in individual treatment of disease, each case o f sick
ness can be launched almost invariably as a separate problem, while 
there is an inevitability o f correlation in the social control or pre

* Read before the meeting o f the California Conference o f Social Workers, 
Yosemite Valley, May, 1928.
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vention o f disease which forces us in each of our battalions of public 
health to move ahead only as fast as does the army as a whole.

W e are I believe now at one o f those halting points where many 
o f the most mature campaigns, in communicable disease control, in 
industrial hygiene, in protection of maternity and childhood must 
await the progress o f mental hygiene before they will attain their 
cherished objectives. And necessarily so because education, common 
action, a grasp o f the effect of emotion on opinions, o f opinions on 
conduct, await the protection and development o f sound minds, free 
from the wounds of infection, of poisons, of bad example, of the 
struggle between desire for self-expression and the powers which de
mand social conformity.

Long experience in approach to and progress in public health 
movements has taught the older o f our modern societies, the Scandi
navian, the Anglo Saxon and the Teutonic that there are sound prin
ciples and a sure technique essential to success.

As in control o f diphtheria, malaria, infant mortality, so in deal
ing with the problem of mental health we must know :

1. What are the extent and direction o f the damages to the 
human mind.

2. What and where are the enemies to mental growth, to stability 
o f emotions, to reliability in inheritance o f favorable qualities.

3. What weapons do these attacking parties use, primarily such 
as infections and poisons, or by-products o f personal and social 
conduct, habits, customs, superstitions, and perhaps chiefly 
fears.

T o answer our questions we have o f necessity recourse to three 
major utilities:

First in time and importance: Facilities for examination o f men
tal as well as bodily or material fitness for sharing in the work and 
other satisfactions of life; i.e., clinics, observation places and per
sons, the trained observers and places suitable for the conduct of their 
professional study of all kinds of people, whether or not accepted 
socially, politically, economically, or legally as normal, and of what
ever age.

Next must come that record o f heaped up experience upon the back 
o f which science travels forw ard: life histories, interpretations o f the 
individual in relation to his fellows, the case reports upon which the
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epidemiology o f mental disorders can be based so that we may know 
the why, when, where, and who as well as the what of the emotionally 
and mentally sick or distorted.

Lastly: that is prior to setting up our plan of action, we must 
look at the community as a whole. For lack o f a better term we 
speak o f a survey as the dictionary says, an attentive view as from a 
height, an examination o f all parts and particulars o f the state, town 
or county, as we have often done for hookworm, tuberculosis, crip
ples and the physically blind. Once we know the extent and char
acter o f disease prevalence, its particular causes, its individual human 
expression in an organized society of whatever size or quality we 
can confidently predict the results o f direct action by the public under 
professional leadership and we can embark confidently on the demon
stration o f results in mass.

Before we can offer to reconstruct society for mental health, we 
must ourselves have a change o f mind, founded on a penetration of 
facts into our always conservative and complacent consciousness.

It has been well said that we must choose between truth and re
pose. W e cannot have both.

T o accept the cheap philosophy of the day, and worship coin, 
comfort, and conformity precludes the crusading spirit which will 
carve a better social conduct out o f aggregations of people domin
ated by mental invalids.

T o  advance upon mental hygiene in the public health sense we 
must have as a background, public understanding, medical leader
ship, facilities for diagnosis and care and generous provision for re
search and records to keep us on the right road and guide us into new 
paths as the way opens.

W e o f the allied professions, practitioners of the medical and 
social sciences and arts, are the trustees o f the aggregate knowledge 
of the past and it behooves us to leave our world of today with some
thing to the credit o f our generation.

The essential spirit o f health and happiness is mental and has 
a future o f practical value as far beyond that o f apparent physical 
perfection as the mind of man is a greater force than the mere 
energy product of his body.

Before offering even the most tentative of recommendations for 
the public effort in mental hygiene appropriate to the California o f 
today, let me recall to you some o f the ablest definitions o f the scope 
and projects of this movement. As a matter of fact we are fully
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launched upon a great adventure to spread the “ gospel o f right 
thinking in order to bring about right living.”

Though condensed and heavy with hidden implications the defini
tion o f mental hygiene by Dr. E. Stanley Abbott o f Waverly, Massa
chusetts stands by itself as the best to date.

“ Mental hygiene is a science, an art, and a movement devoted (a ) 
to the promotion o f the best endowment with and development, 
preservation and use o f the mind, i.e. the mental capacities, ten
dencies, and activities which are involved in efficient human living; 
(b )  to prevention o f the impairment o f these capacities; (c )  to their 
restoration, if impaired; (d ) to development of compensatory 
capacities if restoration is impossible, and (e ) to securing the most 
favorable conditions for the handicapped during the period o f  their 
incapacity.”

Mental hygiene then as an art or practice deals with the applica
tion o f the facts and principles of science to the actual concrete prob
lems of living; and for this end requires organized and individual 
effort.

I recommend that you read Dr. Abbot’s article “ What is Mental 
Hygiene”  in the American Journal of Psychiatry, October, 1924.

A s Dr. Charles Emerson of Indianapolis and President o f the 
National Committee o f Mental Hygiene has so very well said, “ men
tal hygiene is not psychiatry or psychology, but is a later, a higher, 
more nearly final product o f the branch of medicine dealing with the 
health and disease o f the mind. It is hygiene which includes the re
education of the public, suggests modification o f the habits o f life 
and laws regulating families and communities, proposes control o f 
marriage and other most important institutions. It is the highest 
flowering and social application o f clinical psychiatry, which in turn 
is based on medicine”  and psychology, the outgrowths o f applied 
biology and chemistry and physics.

And again Dr. Llewellys F. Baker’s brief description “ Public 
Health and Psychiatry have then much in common. They aim at the 
same target. They are both medical branches o f Applied Biology. 
Each is dependent in large measure upon other great divisions of 
human knowledge and technique. And each for the fuller achieve
ment o f its purpose requires the hearty cooperation o f a well- 
coordinated host of official and voluntary agencies outside the ranks 
o f its own professional group.”

A s illustrations o f the practical bearing upon social conception,
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plan, and action in two matters o f the deepest concern to us as a na
tion, a potential race, a form of government, let me quote from a 
statement by Dr. Frankwood Williams on the courts and the crim
inal, and one by Dr. Fernald on a state program for dealing with the 
feeble-minded.

“ There is but one excuse for law of any kind— to protect the in
dividual from the group and the group from the individual who, 
by his conduct, injures the group. Courts are for one purpose— to de
termine when an individual has injured a group by transgressing the 
law and to take steps to see that this transgression does not occur 
again. The question then arises as to what steps the court may take 
to assure itself that the crime will not be repeated. Obviously, this 
will depend entirely upon the kind of individual the convicted person 
is. As the individuals, coming before a court are as various in in
telligence, emotional make-up, character and personality traits, edu
cational and social backgrounds and experiences, and in the presence 
or absence of disease, either mental or physical, as any group could 
possibly be, it is apparent that the same prescription for all will not 
bring equal results. The courts are not treating one disease ‘crim e/ 
for which there is but one remedy, but almost as many different 
complex and complicated conditions as there are individuals before 
them. A  hospital staff would be considered ridiculous if they went 
no further in their understanding of individuals than to call each one 
who came to them a ‘patient’ and then prescribed the same remedy 
for all.

“ The question remains of obtaining for the court unprejudiced, 
accurate, technical knowledge of the criminal, which can guide the 
court in determining the course to be pursued in the criminal’s re
habilitation. There exists nowhere a laboratory o f such complex 
human material as a court room. The judge unaided can no more 
be expected with any degree o f accuracy to differentiate between the 
human material before him than he could be expected to differentiate 
between pure water and water containing typhoid baccilli by looking 
at it or tasting it.

“ All the resources o f modern psychiatry and psychology are neces
sary and these should be available to the court through the possibility 
o f the appointment o f psychiatrists from a qualified list, who shall 
be given opportunity for thorough psychiatric examination, using such 
aids as psychiatrists customarily use in practice, clinics, hospitals, etc., 
with obligatory written reports and a remuneration from public
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funds. W ith such data, as unprejudiced and scientific as it is now 
humanly possible to make it, before him, the court can determine 
with some expectation of success the precise treatment that he will 
prescribe for the individual prisoner. This process allows o f no 
'letting off’ of the prisoner on the ground of an actual or supposed 
'irresponsibility/ The process is not primarily in the interest o f the 
prisoner, but in the interest of the social group, there being but one 
end in view— the protection of the group from any further attacks 
by the prisoner. In the end it does help the prisoner, o f course, in 
that being understood and properly treated it either assists him to 
rehabilitate himself or provides for him the custodial care that his 
condition required. The interests o f both are, therefore served.”

Originally suggested by Fernald and since endorsed by other 
authorities, the following state program represents, in the opinion 
o f  most psychiatrists, the most practical working plan yet devised for 
dealing with mental defectives:

“ Identification, by means of routine mental examinations of 
school children three years or more retarded in their grades and by 
other devices.

“ Registration, at some central bureau for purposes of ascertain
ing size o f problem.

“ Educational, in special classes o f public schools and in institu
tional schools.

“ Training, in simple trades or domestic duties during institutional 
residence.

“ Supervision, by trained workers both in jobs and in homes.
“ Segregation, permanently only for defective delinquents and for 

the lower, helpless group of feeble-minded.”

And recall also that paeon o f accomplishment o f the Galahad of 
American psychiatry, Dr. Thomas Salmon, in 1924:

“ The rescue of our patients from jails, prisons and poorhouses, 
the emancipation o f our institutions form the control of politics, the 
reform o f laws based upon cruel and ignorant conceptions o f the 
nature o f mental illness, the instruction of medical students in the 
science of the mind, and the recognition of mental nursing— all these 
aspirations supplied topics for many annual addresses and are to-day, 
in large measure, realized.”
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Those who doubt that mental hygiene is an integral part o f public 

health work should remember the remarks of Dr. Frankwood W ill
iams in the same year.

“ It is apparent (1 ) that the public health officer in his epi
demiological work contributes directly and importantly to one phase 
o f mental hygiene work; (2 )  that in his attack upon the incidence o f 
syphilis and his campaigning for the adequate, early treatment of 
those infected with syphilis, he contributes again in a very direct 
way to an important aspect of mental hygiene; (3 )  that in his cam
paign o f education for the maintenance o f better physical health gen
erally, he contributes to that part of mental hygiene concerned with 
the prevention o f nervous and mental disorders due to physical de
terioration; (4 ) that the prevention of those disorders, personal and 
social, which are dependent upon the emotional and intellectual quali
ties and training of the individual, do not lie clearly in any one pro
fessional field, such as that of the public health officer, but must be 
accomplished through the professional cooperation of various groups, 
particularly those who have to do with the activities of children.”

And lastly let me quote from that incisive and picturesque pro
fessor at Harvard, Dr. Macfie Campbell:

“ The facts already available in the field of mental hygiene are 
sufficiently important to be assimilated by preventive medicine, and 
should be made known to the community at large. Knowledge o f the 
fundamental conditions of the bodily health is now widely dis
seminated ; babies are sedulously weighed; the cult of the toothbrush 
is almost universal; the tonsils o f most children receive some scrutiny; 
fresh air at night is no longer regarded as miasmatic; housewives 
gossip about the Schick test, vitamines, and the bacterial content of 
milk; the business man may even make a fetish o f his weight, his 
blood pressure, the composition o f his gastric juice. Such are some 
of the topics which occur to one when the subject of hygiene is under 
discussion, but all these topics deal with very simple functions and 
systems, more especially with problems of nutrition or metabolism 
and of the defense against the attack of organisms. It is in regard 
to these problems that medicine has attained its most striking suc
cesses, both from the point of view of treatment and of prevention. 
This progress has largely been due to the use of the experimental 
method which has enabled the physician to study the processes o f dis
ease in the laboratory apart from the patient. The experimental 
animal in many ways is more satisfactory than the patient, and
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medicine has come to think in terms o f diseases rather than in terms 
o f sick individuals; the patient has almost been eliminated, while his 
blood, his kidneys, his endocrine glands, undergo intensive study. T o 
many it appears more scientific to study the behavior o f the heart than 
the behavior of the owner of the organ. It is owing to this prevalent 
medical attitude that the term hygiene is so seldom supposed to cover 
disorders o f the personality; one has had, therefore, to use the term 
‘mental hygiene’ to cover this field, but should keep in mind that 
mental hygiene is merely hygiene adequately conceived.

“ Mental hygiene is that body of knowledge which deals with the 
factors which modify the resistance o f the individual to the stresses 
o f life ; its aim is that the individual shall be able not only to deal 
satisfactorily with the problems o f nutrition and metabolism and with 
infective agents, but also with the much more complex tasks o f man 
as a social unit; and that he shall work out a sound balance o f the 
various conflicting trends o f human nature.”

You see it is impossible to separate physical from mental in any 
plan for complete health in the personal or public sense.

In any social movement it pays to watch the universities and as 
you see now some fourteen of them including colleges have included 
on their health staff permanent psychiatrists who find commonly that, 
o f the multitude o f mental disturbances, or disorders of conduct and 
emotions, 45 per cent, are of frank mental character, 25 per cent, 
are due to scholastic difficulties, 15 per cent, are from sex problems, 
and 15 per cent, arise out o f personality difficulties.

Now may I deal with the problem more specifically as it effects 
the people o f California.

The lack o f a state-wide program for mental hygiene and the 
presence within the state o f some of the most advanced outposts for 
expert medical and social care and study o f mental patients are well 
known to the professions o f medicine and social work.

Sporadic instances o f excellence may be useful for publicity and 
experience but they fail to serve adequately the total social needs.

A  plan built Upon organized and closely associated efforts o f all 
the administrative professional and social forces, both official and 
volunteer is quite indispensable for progress in mental hygiene here 
as elsewhere.

For instance in Los Angeles with its Child Guidance Clinic, its 
high quality special classes in the public schools, one finds no psycho-
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pathic ward in the county hospital and no state clinics for study o f 
backward children in the public schools.

There is a dearth o f out-patient psychiatric clinics throughout your 
cities.

The state hospitals lack organized social work and there is an 
almost entire absence o f trained occupational therapists on the staffs 
o f these hospitals. Similarly psychiatric nursing is at a low level 
in amount and quality.

In great new institutions for the feeble-minded, well built and 
arranged, there is inadequate and unprogressive provision for educa
tion and training. It is always so much easier to provide bricks and 
mortar than brains and the cement material o f teaching.

Probation by the courts is rudimentary in its use and in the 
understanding o f its value socially and for mental hygiene.

There are, it is true, small groups o f persons, enthusiastic, de
voted, energetic, and expressing their public spirit by effective social 
work, but lack of cohesion between factions and groups is more 
noticeable than merging for common ends. The development o f pub
lic effort has not yet reached the stage where recognition is given 
to the social problem as a whole, each condition being met and treated 
as if unrelated to all the other social problems.

Three matters I venture to stress particularly; (a ) the necessity 
for an organized systematic program of education in the meaning 
and implications of mental hygiene for the individual and the com
munity and (b ) the desirability o f guaranteeing high standard train
ing for the clinical staff which must be assured before any com
munity embarks upon that most advanced type o f social instrument, 
a preventive or child guidance clinic, and (c )  without a determined 
spirit of selfless cooperation by all the social agencies o f a city or 
county a child guidance clinic is a relatively profitless undertaking 
which cannot function alone.

As a matter o f fact the child guidance clinic idea merely repre
sents a recent and practical step in the evolution o f the modern pub
lic health movement.

In cities where the National Committee for Mental Hygiene has 
established permanent clinics as part o f its work under the Common
wealth Fund— St. Louis, Dallas, Minneapolis, St. Paul and Los 
Angeles; in Memphis and Richmond where it has assisted in the 
organization o f child guidance clinics; and in Cleveland and Phila
delphia where it is now running demonstration clinics— it has relied



on the community’s health, school and social facilities, and estab
lished cooperation of a sort that recognizes interchange of services as 
the basis of its existence. Though it concentrates on the preventive 
aspects o f mental hygiene, it gives its right place to the physical health 
movement which is penetrating every part of the country.

There will be sooner or later a broadly conceived, liberally sup
ported, and clearly executed state program for mental hygiene in 
California, and in each city there will be such activities in this field 
as are consistent with and in proportion to a symmetrical community 
health service.

A  brief sketch of each of these may serve as a prophesy and will 
not, I trust, be resented as originating among those not o f your own 
inheritance.

It is certainly impossible for people to enjoy the best of general 
health while one-half, at least, o f the health field remains in obscurity 
and neglected.

For the plan and elements o f a state program let me offer the sum
mary of an admirable statement recently presented before your Gov
ernor when he was urged by the social agencies of the state to recom
mend to the legislature an appropriation of funds sufficient to cover 
the expense o f a thorough mental hygiene survey.

“ Every state, in order successfully to combat this problem of 
nervous and mental disorders and mental defect, should have:

1st. A  mental hygiene society to function independently of the 
state government. It should act as an expert body on the problem 
of mental health and should be in a position to give constructive ad
vice to the state government on all matters pertaining to mental 
health.

2nd. The state should make adequate institutional provision in the 
way of first class hospitals for the mentally sick and first class edu
cational schools for the feeble-minded who require institutional treat
ment.

3rd. The state should establish one or more psychopathic hos
pitals in the largest cities where both acute and incipient cases may 
be observed, studied, diagnosed so that treatment may be prescribed.

4th. The state should provide mental clinics in all large centers, 
where the people may receive expert advice concerning mental dis
orders without being obliged to visit a mental hospital for this 
purpose.

386 Mental Hygiene
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5th. The state departments should be so organized that the ex

pert knowledge in possession o f the Department of Mental Diseases 
be made available in a practical way to the other state departments.

6th. School clinics should be established for the examination of 
all children who are 3 or more years retarded in the grades o f the 
public schools.

7th. There should be established a statewide social service to 
function in connection with the special classes of the public schools 
and state schools, so as to give the graduates of these schools the 
supervision they require and extend supervision to all unsupervised 
feeble-minded in the community requiring supervision.

“ This is a recital of the mental hygiene program that obtains at 
the present time in Massachusetts and New York States and is but a 
report o f progress in the field of mental hygiene. It in no way ex
tends to the complete or final but is simply a report of advancement 
in the field of mental health.

“ This program has been many years in the building and has been 
forwarded as a result of many piecemeal and fragmentary surveys of 
social conditions in the eastern states. Many obstacles have been over
come, many traditions and precedents have been thrown overboard. 
Many experiments have been tried and abandoned by these states 
in their efforts to establish a consistent and progressive program for 
improving and preserving the mental health o f the people.”

In the important matter of organizing mental hygiene California 
today is working in almost a virgin field. She is not hampered by 
precedent, neither is she in a position where she will have to discard 
sacred traditions but she is definitely hampered by not knowing what 
the problems are or the size of the problems that are confronting her 
in this field. This information can be obtained only by a state-wide 
mental hygiene survey. When in possession of full information fur
nished by such a survey, California would then be in a position to 
initiate a state-wide mental hygiene program so progressive and 
luminary in its qualities that social enlightenment will be reversed in 
the traverse of its orbit and thereafter its rays will be projected from 
the west to the east and the mental hygiene program in California 
will be a model for other states to aim at.

For the cities there is now available, for educational use, rather 
than as a standard or quantitative project for health departments, a 
supplement to the Appraisal Form for City Health W ork dealing 
with those activities considered minimal for any municipal community.
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Health service for mental and functional nervous disease con

sists primarily o f a statistical and a clinical division. Under the 
statistical heading are included annual record, monthly statement and 
published report o f :

The number o f mental patients under institutional care during the 
year by main groups o f the disease.

The ratio of these to the general population.
New admissions and ratio to population.
Number o f institutional patients on parole and under clinic super

vision.
The clinical services include the number o f beds available for hos

pitalization o f acute and observation cases for prolonged treatment 
in city, county or state institutions, out-patient clinics in various 
types of institutions and the record of the number o f patients ex
amined.

Psychiatric service in other clinics as those for venereal disease, 
tuberculosis, pre-school and school. Child guidance clinics.

Patients under care in public schools and examined by psychi
atrist and psychologist, and ratio of such patients to school enroll
ment.

Patients under care of Juvenile Court and of Adult Criminal 
Courts.

Patients under care o f  charitable agencies and for each of these 
a record o f the adequacy of the personnel according to the standards 
of the National Council for Mental Hygiene.

The conception o f Mental Hygiene and Public Health is before 
you. The experience o f administrators and clinicians is at your serv
ice. A  program for the greater and lesser communities is offered to 
you, and so what can be done by words and in a moment I have done.

In closing this excursion into the realm of emotion, conduct and 
personality, where with the crude modes and materials o f administra
tion, we propose to invade a world distraught, in a spirit o f intel
lectual crusaders, to salvage the human soul, let me leave singing in 
your ears the message of a great American physician who made the 
first important contribution in preventive medicine on this continent 
— Oliver Wendell Holmes.

He too saw in the body o f man as in the ship o f pearl a symbol 
o f the shrine.
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H. Emerson
“ Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul,

As the swift seasons ro ll!
Leave thy low vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,

Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,
Till thou at length art free,

Leaving thine outgrown shell by life ’s unresting sea!”

Let us too determine to leave our low vaulted past and attain a 
freedom for all which is now the privilege o f a minority.

.
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VACCINATION*

C H A R LE S A R M ST R O N G , M. D.

Surgeon, United States Public Health Service, Washington, D. C.

It was one hundred and thirty (130) years ago that Jenner pub
lished his now famous “ Inquiries.”  Since that time vaccination has 
been introduced into practically every civilized country and its value 
firmly established. It is peculiar, however, that during this period 
no standard method of vaccination has been established. In fact, 
quite the contrary has happened and many vaccination techniques 
have been developed. Naturally these procedures are not all equally 
satisfactory. A  satisfactory vaccination technique should give not 
only a high percentage o f “ takes”  but should be satisfactory as to 
the character o f the “ take” and in the absence o f complications. It 
is especially this latter aspect which I wish to discuss with you 
today, the relation o f the vaccination technique to the occurrence 
o f complications.

In the United States tetanus has undoubtedly been the most 
common o f the serious complications that have followed vaccination, 
at least this has been true since the advent o f  the 20th century. In 
view o f the world-wide distribution o f tetanus bacilli it is o f interest 
to note that the United States is practically the only country in the 
world where tetanus following vaccination is a problem. In Europe 
the complication is practically unknown, and the same is true for 
other countries for which the data are available. In the United 
States the complication has most frequently occurred in the Middle 
Atlantic States. Tetanus following vaccination has developed in the 
largest cities, the smaller towns and in isolated rural communities, 
in the homes o f the well to do and o f  the poor, in the cleanly and the 
slovenly, somewhat more frequently in girls than in boys. As far 
as we know the complication has always followed a primary vacci

* Read before the Annual Conference of Public Health Officers and Public 
Health Nurses, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., June, 1928.
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nation. I know o f no instance where the complication has followed 
a second vaccination. This consideration undoubtedly explains the 
fact that post-vaccination tetanus usually occurs in children six or 
seven years o f age. W e have had, however, cases as old as sixty-five 
years.

The symptoms of post-vaccination tetanus differ in no way from 
severe tetanus following ordinary injuries. The first symptoms 
are often difficulty in swallowing and rigidity o f the muscles o f the 
jaw, back or limbs. In about seventy-five to eighty per cent, o f the 
cases death follows often within twenty-four hours from the onset 
o f symptoms. Symptoms usually appear from eighteen to twenty- 
four days following vaccination. The usual incubation period in 
ordinary traumatic tetanus of corresponding severity is from five to 
nine days.

Where does the tetanus organism come from ? What is its 
source? In 1917 there was an outbreak of post-vaccination tetanus 
which was studied by McCoy and Bengtson who traced the infection 
to the use o f bone-joint scarifiers, upon samples of which they 
were able to demonstrate the presence of tetanus organisms. In 
1925 I reported a series o f thirteen cases which followed the use 
o f bunion pads, samples o f which showed the presence o f virulent 
tetanus spores, one out o f every four being contaminated. With 
these two exceptions the source of the infection is unknown. W e 
have made repeated tests o f the various vaccination paraphernalia 
such as commercial shields and dressings, vaccines, needles and mild 
antiseptics, but were not able to demonstrate the presence o f tetanus 
in a single instance. W e used varied methods o f examination and 
methods which were shown to be capable o f detecting very small 
amounts o f tetanus. So we are forced to the conclusion that the 
cases o f post-vaccination tetanus are of accidental origin. A s is 
well known, tetanus organisms are widespread in the soil.

In this investigation we have made a detailed epidemiological 
study which now covers some ninety-eight human cases extending 
over a period of years. This investigation brought forth several 
considerations which seem to be o f importance. First, as I have 
just mentioned, every single case has followed a first or primary 
vaccination. Second, the great majority of these cases were vacci
nated by a large insertion, sometimes as much as three-quarters of 
an inch in diameter.
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Table 1.— Vaccination methods used in cases developing tetanus

Method of insertion

Abrasion (% to inch) scari
fications ............................Multiple linear incisions, 2 to
12 in one locality ...............Single linear incision ............

Unknown .............................
Total .............................

Type of dressing used

Shields

30
725

44

Gauze

22
61
3

32

Bunion

IS

Gauzeandshield

Nodressingearly;
shieldslater

Adhesivebandage

Nodressing Total

67
18
5
8

98

1

1

4 2 1

In every single instance the vaccination site was covered by some 
type o f shield or dressing strapped to the site for all or a part of 
its actual course. (Table I.) Third, the great majority were vac
cinated during a smallpox outbreak or upon entrance to school or 
at times when the vaccine was more apt to be freshly secured and 
promptly used. In other words, we had in these cases a number 
o f factors tending to give severe local “ takes,”  namely, primary 
vaccination, which means high susceptibility, large insertion, use of 
shields and dressings, potent virus. It is true the figures of 
Table I are not capable of statistical analysis, for we do not know 
how many people were vaccinated by the various methods. W e do 
know, however, that large numbers o f people have been vaccinated 
by a small insertion and no dressings, and it would seem to be of 
significance that we have not secured a single case of tetanus follow
ing this method.

Moreover, we have made studies in regions where post-vac
cination tetanus occurred, where it was possible to determine how 
many people were vaccinated and the method used on each of them. 
In these places we have been able to show that the methods em
ploying large insertion, covered by dressings, did have an undue 
amount o f post-vaccination tetanus.

Let us inquire just how vaccination shields influence the wound. 
The desire for the use of shields and dressings has been borne of a 
desire to treat the vaccination aseptically. This, however, is not 
possible, since, when vaccine is applied, we intentionally infect the 
lesion with a living virus, and comparative tests indicate that such 
an infection does infinitely better when no dressing is applied. The
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vaccination site should be kept cool and dry, a condition favored 
by the use o f no dressings. If a small insertion is used and no 
dressing applied there is little danger of secondary infection for the 
lesion will have an ideal dressing, the epithelium itself, and will 
usually go on to scab formation and healing without becoming an 
open lesion at any time. Should the vesicle be accidentally broken 
a sterile surgical dressing may be applied. This is best pinned to the 
inside o f a loose fitting sleeve. If the dressing is strapped to the arm 
it should be large and the adhesive strips should be loosely applied 
and as far from the “ take” as possible.

A s dressings are usually applied they are strapped on by ad
hesive. When the arm begins to swell the straps become tight and 
interfere with free lymphatic and capillary circulation, thus produc
ing stasis. The dressings retain heat and produce sweating which 
tends to soften the covering of the pustule and lead to exudation. 
This retained exudate leads to further softening at the vaccination 
site, permits an entrance for secondary infection and excludes oxygen 
from the deeper portions of the “ take.”  These conditions appear 
to be precisely suitable for the tetanus bacillus to develop its toxin. 
Even though no tetanus germs be present the end result is a deep, 
undesirably severe “ take.”

In this connection it is of interest to note that prior to 1900 
(in the United States) only twelve cases of post-vaccination tetanus 
are recorded in the literature. Tw o of these had very doubtful 
connection with vaccination because the symptoms appeared the day 
following the vaccination. What happened about 1900 when post
vaccination tetanus came so prominently to the fore? Tw o things: 
First, the introduction of glycerinated virus which gave us a much 
more potent as well as purer vaccine. At that time the celluloid 
shield was also introduced. I think that it was the latter factor 
which accounted for the prominence of tetanus following 1900. I 
have gone through the literature rather carefully to see if I could 
find any mention o f tetanus complicating smallpox, a disease where
in the body may be covered with lesions resembling a vaccination 
but which are of necessity treated without shields or dressings. I 
have been unable to find any mention of tetanus complicating this 
disease. W e next decided to try the hypothesis by actual animal ex
perimentation. W e vaccinated in all twenty-three monkeys over 
the back o f the chest with a potent virus, intentionally heavily con
taminated with heated tetanus spores. The lesions of the twenty-



T able 2.—Results in monkeys vaccinated with vaccine-tetanus mixture treated with and without dressings o f  various types

No7
Date vaccinated, 

1927
Diameter

ofinsertion

Quantityof
tetanusmixture

Dressing1 Result
Date of onset of tetanus

Date ̂ of s, = '
Tetanus

recovered
production of toxin demon

strated
Autopsy

1 Feb. 19 1 innh Shield A.. Tetanus. . . Feb. 26 Feb. 28 Typical.. + No attempt Consistent with tetanus.
2 Mar. 9 . . . .do.... . . .do...... . . .do...... Mar. 21 Mar. 25 . . .do... + Yes......... Do.
3 A p r  7 Uncomplicated vaccinia.1
4 Do.5 Do.
6 Do.
7 Sept. 14. . . . .do.... . . . .do.... Shield A.. Tetanus.. . Sept. 23 Sept. 25 Typical.. + Fes......... Consistent with tetanus.
8 . . . .do.... . . .do...... . . .do...... Sept. 24 . . . .do.... , . .do... + Yes......... Do.
9 Uncomplicated vaccinia.2

10 Do.11 Do.
12 Do.
13 Oct. 6 . . . .do.... .... do... . Shield B.. Tetanus... Oct. 14 Oct. 15 Typical.. + Yes........ Consistent with tetanus.
14 . . .do...... V/l inch. .. .... do.... . . .do...... . . .do...... . . . .do.... Oct. 16 . . .do... + Yes........ Do.
15 . . . .do.... . . . .do.... . . .do...... . . .do...... Oct. 18 Oct. 18 .. .do... + Yes........ Do.
16 . . .do...... . . . .do.... . . . .do.... . . .do...... . . .do...... . . . .do.... . . . .do.... . . .do... + Yes........ Do.
17 .. .do...... . . . .do.... . . .do...... . . .do...... Oct. 14 Oct. 19 .. .do... + Yes......... Do.
18 . . .do...... . . . .do.... . . . .do.... Dressing C ... do...... Oct. 19 .... do.... . . .do... + Yes......... Do.
19 .. .do...... ----do---- .... do.... Shield B. . . . .do...... Oct. 17 Oct. 17 . . .do... + Yes......... Do.
2021 ... do...... . . . .do.... . . . .do.... Tetanus... Oct. 24 Oct. 25 Typical.. + Yes........ Consistent with tetanus.
22
23 Do.2

1 Shield A, celluloid cap type; shield B, bunion pad type with celluloid top; dressing C, several folds of sterile gauze covered by band of perforated adhesive. None, indicates no dressing after first 18 hours.
8 No autopsy; animal recovered.
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T able 3.—Results in rabbits vaccinated with vaccine-tetanus mixture treated with and without dressings o f various types

RabbitNo.
Date

*1927’
Diameter

ofinsertion

Quantity of virus - tetanus mixture
Dressing

used1 Result Date of onset of tetanus
Date of Symptoms

Tetanusorgan
ismsrecovered

production of toxin demon
strated

Autopsy

1 t Shield B.. Typical... 
Not typical Typical...

- Yes......... Consistent with tetanus. Peritonitis; toxin at “take” Consistent with tetanus. Do.
2 . .do....... - -3 Nov. 8 -I4 . .do........ .. .do...... . .do........5 . .do........ . .do........ . . .do...... Shield A .. . . .do... Nov. 9 Yes........ Do.6 . .do........ . . .do...... . . .do...... . . .do... Do.Do.Do.

Uncomplicated vaccinia.* Do.2
Snuffles and vaccinia.Do.Uncomplicated vaccinia.* Do.2 Do.2 Do.2 Do.2 Do.2 Do.2 

Do.2

7 . .do........ . .do........ . . .do...... . . .do...... . . .do... Typical... . . .do...... Yes........8 . .do........ . .do........ . . .do...... Dressing C .. .do... Nov. 4 Nov. 5 -f- Yes........
91011 . .do........ No.........12 . .do........ . .do........ . . .do...... . . .do...... Nov. 11 . . .do...... 4- No.........1314

1516171819
20

1 Shield A, celluloid cap type; shield B, bunion pad type with celluloid top; dressing C, several folds of sterile gauze covered by band of perforated adhesive. None, indicates no dressing after first 18 hours.2 No autopsy; animal recovered.
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three monkeys were all covered by commercial shields. A fter twen
ty-four hours the control animals had the dressings removed. In 
fifteen animals the dressings were allowed to remain in place. Eleven 
cases of tetanus developed among these fifteen animals, 73.3 per 
cent.

In eight animals in which the shield was removed after twenty- 
four hour but a single case (12.5 per cent.) developed. This one 
exception was a wild animal and every time anyone came into the 
room he would fly to a comer of the cage and thus frequently in
jured his vaccination. H e had his scar bleeding most o f the time. 
While the other animals came down with tetanus anywhere from 
eight to fourteen days, this monkey came down relatively late, i.e., on 
the eighteenth day. The effect of dressings is very similar on 
rabbits.

Twenty were vaccinated in the same way. Ten dressings 
were allowed to remain and ten were removed at the end o f twenty- 
four hours. In the ten animals where the dressings were allowed 
to remain, eight developed tetanus, while in the group where the 
dressings were removed there was not a single case. Not only was 
the deleterious influence o f the dressings apparent in the percentage 
o f animals which developed tetanus, but in the character o f the 
“ take”  as well. Those lesions which were covered by dressings 
were large, moist and foul-smelling. In those lesions which were 
treated openly very little moisture occurred, scab formation ap
peared early and the wound proceeded to heal early with little 
apparent discomfort to the animal.

It seems, therefore, that these complications are closely associated 
with the dressings and that by the application of a few simple fun
damentals o f a proper vaccination technique such as are recom
mended by your State Department it would be possible to practically 
eliminate this complication. The first of these considerations is to 
do away with dressings. Treat the lesions openly and keep them 
cool and dry. Second, make a small insertion, never over one-eighth 
o f an inch in diameter, making sure you do not destroy or remove 
the epidermis.

As to the site of the vaccination, I am in agreement that the 
best point is on the arm over the insertion of the deltoid. Leg 
vaccinations tend to run a more severe course. As to the best 
method of cleaning the arm, there are numerous ways that are ac
ceptable. I think the main thing is gentleness. Too vigorous scrub
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bing may enable portions o f the virus to take outside the intended 
vaccination. As to the best age to vaccinate, it is a well known fact 
that primary vaccinations performed during the first year o f life 
tend to run a more benign course than do similar vaccinations per
formed later in life. By vaccinating a person at this time, you have 
furthermore protected him from smallpox during a period when 
he would otherwise be susceptible, and you are moreover vaccinat
ing him at a time when he is confined to an environment less liable 
to be infected with the organism of tetanus. When, however, the 
primary vaccination is done at the 6th or 7th year, at time o f 
entrance to school, the child is playing out doors in an environment 
likely to be contaminated with tetanus organisms, and moreover at 
this time his sanitary sense is practically undeveloped or non-existent. 
I believe that by the application of these few simple fundamentals we 
can wipe out this rare, though serious and disturbing, complication 
o f vaccination.

Another complication of which I will speak very briefly is post
vaccination encephalitis. This complication first came to notice in 
London in 1922 when four cases were admitted to the London Hos
pital. In examining these cases Dr. Turnbull recognized them as 
being similar to several seen in 1912 which he had never published. 
The following year, 1923, cases appeared widely scattered over 
England and also in Holland. Holland has reported 139 cases and 
England about 100. America has had nothing to compare with this 
European experience in regard to this complication. Four cases 
with nervous complications have been reported by Wilson & Ford 
in Maryland. Two cases have been reported from Rhode Island. 
A  series o f fourteen possible cases were reported in 1918 from 
New York state in a privately printed article by James A . Loyster. 
These cases were largely diagnosed as meningitis or poliomyelitis 
at that time, and while the symptomatology was inadequately described 
by Loyster it is conceivable that some of these cases may have been 
cases o f post-vaccination encephalitis. The symptomatology o f the 
European cases vary somewhat from each other. In certain in
stances they point to an involvement o f the brain and meninges, in 
others to involvement o f the spinal cord. Fever, headache, vomiting 
and rigidity o f the neck, convulsions, drowsiness, weakness and 
paralysis are the symptoms most often mentioned. The cause o f this 
complication is unknown. Some have attributed it to the vaccine 
virus per se. Others feel that it is due to some such virus as that o f
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poliomyelitis, encephalitis lethargica, herpes or some as yet unrec
ognized virus present in the vaccine itself, or more probably in the 
individual in a carrier state and that the vaccination simply permits 
this virus to light up and develop.

As to prevention, there is very little known. Some have stressed 
the danger o f vaccinating at a time when poliomyelitis, herpes or 
encephalitis lethargica are prevalent in a community. Others em
phasize the necessity of making a small insertion and using a not 
too potent virus, while others stress the desirability of vaccinating 
during the first months o f life when the “ take”  tends to be less severe 
and the complication relatively less frequent.

I bring this complication to your attention not because it has 
been of very great importance to this country so far, but it is im
portant that physicians and public health authorities be on the look
out for it. And should such cases occur they are worthy o f the very 
greatest consideration and study.



MATERNAL MORTALITY*

M A T T H IA S  N IC O LL, JR., M.D.

Commissioner, State Department o f  Health, Albany, N . Y.

It is a duty prescribed by law upon health officials to take cog
nizance o f all conditions affecting the health and lives o f the popu
lation. Among such conditions, and by no means the least important, 
are those having to do with pregnancy and childbirth which annually 
take a shocking and unnecessary toll o f lives not only in this State 
but throughout the nation. The facts regarding this matter have been 
concisely and graphically set forth in a recent pamphlet by Doctor 
DePorte, Director o f the Division o f Vital Statistics o f the State 
Department o f Health, which unquestionably many of you have read 
and which, to those who have not, I recommend careful consideration.

The problem of excessive maternal deaths, notwithstanding the 
widespread interest that it has aroused during the last decade, the 
generous expenditure o f public and private funds, and unceasing 
efforts on the part o f official and non-official health agencies, remains 
unsolved. Year after year the maternal death rate in this country 
and in this State shows little or no decline.

The death rates from all puerperal causes in the thirty-three 
states o f the registration area, ranged in 1924 (the last year for which 
these figures are available) from a minimum of 4.5 per 1000 living 
births in Utah to a maximum o f 12.1 in Florida.

In this group of states, New York held a favorable position with 
a rate o f 5.9; in only five states (Connecticut, Indiana, Minnesota, 
North Dakota and Utah) was the rate lower, and in one state (Cali
fornia) the rate was equal to that o f New York while the remaining 
twenty-six states had higher rates.

Deaths from all puerperal causes in 1915-1925 in New York 
State numbered 15,876. Relating these deaths to the total number

* Read before the Annual Conference of Health Officers and Public Health 
Nurses, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., June, 1928.
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o f recorded live and stillbirths (2,713,207) we find the death rate for 
that period 58.5 per 10,000 total births; in other words, one out o f 
171 births resulted in the death o f the mother.

The average annual death rate in 1915-1920, exclusive of 1918 
(the year o f the great influenza epidemic when mortality from puer
peral causes was abnormally high), was 56.8 per 10,000 total births; 
the average annual rate in 1921-1925 was exactly the same— 56.8. 
Thus the situation in the State during the two successive five-year 
intervals did not change at all.

An analysis of the figures for the eleven-year period considered 
in this paper discloses the striking fact that the rate of maternal 
mortality in the urban part of the State, exclusive o f New York City, 
(urban districts being defined as villages and cities having a popula
tion o f 2,500 or more) has apparently increased while a definite reduc
tion has been recorded in the rural territory. Thus, in 1921-1925 in the 
urban part of the State mortality from puerperal septicemia was 
1.3 per cent, higher than for the preceding five years (exclusive o f 
1918) and from other puerperal causes 8.6 higher, whereas in rural 
New York the mortality from puerperal septicemia declined 23.9, 
and mortality from all other puerperal causes 27.3. In 1927 the 
total maternal mortality rate in the urban section was almost double 
that o f rural New York. If one takes these figures at their face 
value, it might logically be deduced that the risks incurred in 
childbirth were far greater in urban than in the rural dis
tricts. This conclusion, however, is not clearly warranted for the 
reason that during the period for which these figures were compiled 
there was an ever-increasing tendency for rural mothers to enter 
hospitals or larger centers o f population for their confinement, and 
there can be no question that complicated cases from rural districts 
are those for whose outcome the urban districts are made statistically 
responsible.

A  very extensive and detailed study o f the history o f individual 
cases in which death occurred would have to be made before reaching 
a definite conclusion as to the comparative safety o f childbearing in 
the two areas.

I desire to call your attention to two rural counties— Lewis and 
Hamilton— in which no maternity deaths occurred during 1927; in 
the former there were 424 births, 13 stillbirths and in the latter 50 
births, and 2 stillbirths.

As throwing a valuable sidelight on obstetrical practice in up-
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state New York, may I call your attention to certain facts obtained 
as a result o f a questionnaire sent to physicians in whose practice one 
or more maternal deaths had occurred, and I desire to express my 
appreciation o f the wholehearted cooperation o f the physicians to 
whom the questionnaire was sent— 80 per cent, o f whom have re
sponded and reported the facts in 2,392 cases covering the year 
period ending July 1, 1927. I regret to state that the hospitals have 
been far less cooperative. A  study of these confidential reports will 
require a great deal more time than has been possible up to date, but 
the following facts based on the preliminary perusal of the findings 
for 1925, involving 696 cases, seem to me important:

O f the 696 cases, hospital care had been involved in 74 per cent.; 
about half o f which were delivered, and died in the hospital, and the 
rest delivered in the home but dying in the hospital later.

Only a third of these cases reached full term; a fifth o f them were 
under five months gestation.

The lapse o f time between the delivery o f the case and the death 
o f the mother falls in the following divisions: In a fifth o f the cases 
death and delivery were practically simultaneous; in a fourth o f the 
cases there was a lapse o f from one to five days between delivery 
and death; in a fifth o f them 6 to 14 days; and in an eighth 16 to 
50 days.

Seasonal variations: 30 per cent, o f the cases occurred in the first 
quarter; 25 in the second; 23 in the third; 22 in the fourth quarter 
o f the year. February showed the greatest number of deaths.

Ninety-two per cent, o f the deaths were in the age group from 
20 to 40 years. As to nationality— 75 per cent, were American born ;
9 per cent. Italian; 4 per cent. Poles. Postmortems were performed 
in only 8 per cent, o f the 696 cases. Over 5 per cent, were illegiti
mates; 22.5 were primipara; 12 per cent, second pregnancy.

There were 230 questionnaires which stated at what stage the 
patient had entered the hospital. Only 13 per cent, entered before 
the beginning of labor; 37 per cent, entered during labor; 50 per 
cent, were brought in after delivery.

A s to the number o f days in the hospitals, there were 223 replies, 
which showed that 40 per cent, were in the hospital less than a day;
53 per cent, up to 2 weeks, and 7 per cent, more than 2 weeks. This 
high percentage o f cases that had hospital care for less than a day 
would indicate a high rate o f emergencies.
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Consultation was advised in 56 per cent, o f the cases and was 
held in 55 per cent.

H ow much opportunity did the physician have to give thorough 
medical care? T o  this question there were 483 replies. Fifty per 
cent, had the case a week or less; over 10 per cent, had the case less 
than a day; the balance were under medical care for varying periods 
but only 13 were reported as having been cared for throughout 
pregnancy. ■

Fifty-eight per cent, had but one doctor; 8 per cent, had a d if
ferent doctor during the fatal outcome. Only 1 patient was reported 
as having had no attending physician, but 5 others had no physician 
at the time o f death.

During the final illness 44 per cent, had 1 doctor; 26 per cent, had 
2 doctors attending; and 3 per cent, had 3 or more physicians in at
tendance.

Only 16 cases were reported as having been delivered by a mid
wife, but 11 others had a midwife in attendance at some time. A  
midwife was involved in one death but was later exonerated.

A s to prenatal care, 41 per cent, failed to answer. O f the 408 
answers 65 per cent, reported yes; 35 per cent, reported no. From 
the meager information as to the details o f prenatal care in the 
questionnaire it would seem that it is most difficult to gauge its e f
fectiveness. I f  it is measured by the minimum standards as issued 
by the State Department o f Health some five years ago, it would 
appear that few cases had had the benefit o f what might be termed 
adequate prenatal care. In attempting to ascertain when such care 
began it is found that 34 per cent, did not have prenatal supervision 
until the 7th, 8th or 9th month.

Among these cases puerperal sepsis accounted for 37 per cent, o f 
deaths; albuminuria and the toxemias 21 per cent.; hemorrhage 9 
per cent. These figures are based upon the cause o f death, as shown 
by the death certificates. It is, however, interesting to see wherein 
the puerperal questionnaire has enriched our information, particularly 
with respect to operative procedures. According to the information 
obtained from the death certificates, only 5 per cent, o f the cases were 
indicated as operative, whereas in the puerperal questionnaire 38 
per cent, o f  the deaths were involved with operative procedures, there 
being 69 Caesarean sections, 19 embryectomies, 105 forceps, 65 ver
sions. Again, according to the death certificates hemorrhage is given 
as a cause of death in but 9 per cent, o f the cases, whereas in the puer
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peral questionnaire, we find that hemorrhage is involved in 17^2 per 
cent, o f the deaths, 67 being prenatal and 58 postnatal hemorrhages.

From these figures two facts stand out clearly: First, the large 
proportion o f maternal deaths caused by septic poisoning; and second, 
the large number o f cases in which operative procedures,— instru
mental or otherwise— were employed. It is largely agreed by those 
who are qualified to express an opinion, that one o f the chief causes 
o f excessive maternal deaths is the increasing tendency to interfere 
with physiological processes. This tendency would seem to be es
pecially prevalent among city practitioners and in hospital practice. 
I do not wish to be understood as inferring that many cases do not 
require such interference, but I am thoroughly convinced that many 
more in which it has been employed, if left to themselves, would 
have gone through their ordeal with safety. Again, there can be no 
question that there is an increasing tendency to make unnecessary 
internal examinations, and this would seem to be especially true in 
hospital and city practice,— the rural practitioner under ordinary cir
cumstances being satisfied to let nature take its course. Under our 
system o f hospital management I think it will be conceded that there 
is very little central medical supervision over the methods o f prac
tice o f individual physicians, and this is certainly true in the case of 
obstetrics. Furthermore, it has been brought to our attention that 
clinical records in a number o f institutions are not available, so that 
it is impossible even to venture a guess as to the actual cause o f the 
fatal outcome of a maternity case. More than any other health prob
lem, that which has to do with maternal mortality involves the private 
practice o f the medical profession. It is quite evident that the State 
Department o f Health, or any other official body, cannot practice 
obstetrics,— it can only advise as to the facts, study conditions under 
which obstetrical care is given insofar as it has the power to do so, 
cooperate in a campaign of public health education for prospective 
mothers with the medical profession and other agencies, and place 
at the disposal o f communities such facilities in personnel and equip
ment as will lead to better and safer obstetrical practice. The re
sponsibility for the condition o f affairs which I have briefly outlined 
rests with the practicing physician, and whatever remedial measures 
may be forthcoming must, in a large part, emanate directly from the 
State and constituent county medical societies. One of the first duties, 
it would seem to me, is for the State Medical Society through what
ever machinery may be necessary to make a study o f  the methods of
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obstetrical practice among the various hospitals. I do not know 
whether there are legal objections to such a procedure. It is difficult 
to see why there should be. I f  such a work is undertaken, I believe 
that it would be possible for the State Department o f Health to help 
out financially, as well as by supplying personnel and statistical data.

That this problem is not insoluble is shown by maternal death 
rates among a few foreign countries which are one-third to one-half 
o f that recorded in the United States. Even if it be conceded that 
the task is a more difficult one in this country with its immense area 
involving widely scattered communities— many of them accessible 
only under great difficulties— a population markedly divergent in racial 
peculiarities and habits o f life, nevertheless with the immense re
sources in money and personnel at our disposal, it should be possible 
in the not distant future to remove from this country the stigma of 
inefficiency and seeming complacency which results in an unnecessary 
number o f deaths in childbirth. T o that end I invite the heartiest 
cooperation o f the health officers, physicians and nurses o f this 
State with the State Department o f Health.



THE TUBERCULIN TEST, THE ACCREDITED HERD 
PLAN AND THE PROGRESS NEW YORK IS 
MAKING IN THE CONTROL AND ERADICA

TION OF BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS*

E. T . FA U LD E R , D.V.S.

Director, Bureau Animal Industry, Albany, N. Y.

History records tuberculosis from the earliest times; present-day 
dissection o f Egyptian mummies discloses nodules. Over a century 
ago its contagious nature was suspected, and many facts even re
corded to prove that it must be “ catching.”  Doctors differed in 
opinion, and for a long time the question was hotly disputed. Finally 
it was settled by Dr. Robert Koch, a distinguished German physician, 
who discovered the germ of the disease in the year 1882 and named 
it bacillus tuberculosis. Dr. Koch proved by experiments that the 
disease is caused by these germs and that without them the disease 
cannot exist. It is now universally admitted that tuberculosis is a 
contagious disease and may be transmitted from animal to man.

The writer has prepared a circular entitled, “ Opinions o f Recog
nized Authorities”  on bovine tuberculosis and its relation to the hu
man, and copies may be had upon written request.

Tuberculin is a product prepared by sterilizing, filtering and con
centrating the liquid upon which tubercle bacilli have been allowed to 
vegetate. It contains the cooked product o f the growth o f the bacilli, 
but not the bacilli themselves, and is used in several forms for the 
diagnosis o f tuberculosis in animals. It was first made and studied 
by the great scientist Robert Koch, who found in 1890 that if he 
injected it into the tissues of a tuberculous animal it had the effect of 
causing a decided rise in temperature, while no such effect was ap
parent upon animals free from tuberculosis. This product was 
tested by many investigators during 1890 and 1891. It was recog

* Read before the Annual Conference of Public Health Officers and Public 
Health Nurses, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., June, 1928.
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nized at that time as a most remarkably accurate method o f detecting 
the disease, even in the early stages when it had made but little 
progress; and it is interesting to note that the old tuberculin (O T )  is 
still the basis o f the product used at the present time. A ll tuberculin 
used in official tuberculin testing is prepared in Government Labora
tories at Washington, D. C.

Trudeau, in a Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin dated July, 1899, 
gives the following summary of the mechanism of the tuberculin re
action :—

The most generally accepted theory at present in regard to it is, 
briefly, the small dose o f tuberculin injected is a partly specific irri
tant both to the tuberculous foci and to the susceptible organism in 
general. It produces intense hyperemia o f all tuberculous tissue in 
the body (local reaction) and as the result of this hyperemia much 
toxin stored up in the tubercles themselves is thrown into the general 
circulation and produces fever and characteristic symptoms, which 
go to make up what is termed a general reaction.

The first tuberculin test applied in America was made upon the 
Gillingham herd by the late Dr. Leonard Pearson in 1895, at Phila
delphia, Pa. This test was by the subcutaneous method.

The several methods o f tuberculin testing recognized for use by 
the United States Bureau of Animal Industry are:

1. The Subcutaneous or “ thermal”  test.
2. The Intradermic or skin test.
3. The Ophthalmic or eye test.
4. Combination o f these methods.

Other Methods Used in Combination

Intrapalpebral.— A  form of intradermic testing known as the 
intrapalpebral test consists o f the injection o f a minimum dose o f 
tuberculin into the layers o f the skin o f the lower eyelid. The results 
obtained from the proper administration o f tuberculin by this method 
are very satisfactory. Because o f the very delicate nature o f the 
operation, however, and the difficulty in properly restraining the ani
mals for the intrapalpebral test, it is not recommended for general 
use.

Vulva, or Lower Intradermic Injection.— The vulva or lower in
tradermic injection consists o f injecting a small dose (1 to
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minims) o f tuberculin superficially in the skin o f the vulva, one- 
fourth o f an inch from the fusion of the skin and the mucous mem
brane. The readings from  this injection are made and recorded the 
same as from the injection made into the caudal fold. This test is 
considered helpful in states where the intradermic test alone is used 
as an initial test.

The Subcutaneous or Temperature Test

This method of test consists o f the injection o f a given dose o f 
tuberculin under the skin o f the animal. Up to March 1, 1920, it 
was the only tuberculin test officially recognized by the United States 
Bureau of Animal Industry. The subcutaneous test is more accurate 
when used on animals for the first time.

Our present knowledge o f the ophthalmic and intradermic tests 
shows that the subcutaneous test is sometimes used by, and desired 
by, those who wish to defeat its ends. I f  fraud is suspected, the 
ophthalmic test should be applied. The value o f the ophthalmic-sub
cutaneous combination was demonstrated in a herd belonging to a 
large institution. Out o f 69 animals tested by this combination, 23 
reacted to both the ophthalmic and subcutaneous tests, while 21 re
acted to the ophthalmic alone. All o f those reacting to the ophthalmic 
test showed lesions, one being a generalized case.

A  successful subcutaneous test depends in no small measure upon 
the preliminary arrangements. The owner, in certain cases only, 
should be advised in advance of the arrival o f the veterinarian, and 
instructed to have the animals to be tested in their accustomed stan
chions several hours before the test is begun. He should be instructed 
to feed and water the animals in the usual manner, the feeding and 
watering to be done after the taking o f temperatures. The method 
o f applying this test is briefly described:—

A  careful physical examination o f each animal should be made 
before or during the application o f the test, and the past history o f 
each animal should be considered.

During the period immediately preceding the injection o f tuber
culin each animal’s temperature should be taken at least three times 
at not less than two hour intervals. All animals showing no abnormal 
preliminary temperatures are then injected. From 2 to 4 given cubic 
centimeters o f tuberculin are injected subcutaneously in the loose skin 
o f the neck, the seat o f injection having been first cleansed with a

!
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mild disinfectant. The syringe and needle used for the injection 
must also be disinfected before using.

Following the injection of tuberculin, it is customary, under the 
old rules, to allow 6 to 8 hours to elapse before beginning the post 
temperatures, which are taken at 2-hour intervals up to the 18th hour. 
A  rise o f 2 degrees F. or more above the maximum temperature 
observed prior to the injection of tuberculin, or a temperature above 
103.8 degrees F., should be regarded as an indication o f tuberculosis, 
provided the temperature reaction shows the characteristic “ rainbow” 
curve. As a result of the extensive use o f the subcutaneous test it 
has been found by experience that animals can safely be declared 
tuberculous when a rise of only 1 to \x/2 degrees is obtained, provided 
the temperature readings show the characteristic “ rainbow” curve. 
The animals reacting to the test are double tagged, and branded with 
the letter “ T ”  upon the left jaw. Such animals are termed “ R E 
A C T O R S .”

This method of testing does not lend itself to area work. Since 
the test requires the presence o f a veterinarian on each farm for a 
period o f 24 hours, only 2 to 3 tests could be conducted in a week’s 
time, and to test 176,000 herds, representing 2,016,000 cattle, by this 
method would be an impossibility.

The Intradermic Test

The Intradermal application of tuberculin, described by Moussu 
and Mantoux and introduced into this country by W ard and Baker, 
differs from the subcutaneous test in that the tuberculin is injected 
in the deeper layers of the skin, the caudal fold being the favored 
seat of injection. Considerable experimental work with this test 
was first conducted by state and bureau veterinarians in California, 
Missouri, Montana, Texas, Wisconsin, and other Western States. On 
March 1, 1920, it was officially recognized by the United States Bu
reau of Animal Industry. A t that time the intradermic test was 
adopted by the New York State Department of Farms and Markets 
and has since been used extensively. Since October 1, 1920, over 
21,000,000 cattle in the United States have been tested and retested 
one or more times by this method, and it proved equally as reliable, 
if not more so, than the subcutaneous; also it has certain advantages 
not possessed by the subcutaneous. It lends itself peculiarly to our 
eradication work on the area plan, permitting the testing o f a larger
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number o f cattle that would otherwise remain untested, thus checking 
the automatic increase in the percentage of infection. The work 
already conducted on the area plan in a large number o f states is 
convincing proof of the excellent results following the proper use of 
the intradermic test.

Since 1923 New York State has required that all tests be con
ducted by the intradermic test combined with the ophthalmic. When 
these two tests in combination are applied by experienced and compe
tent veterinarians there is little likelihood of a tuberculous animal 
escaping detection. In many cases, in badly infected districts, a 
triple test is applied by combining the lower intradermic injection, or 
the subcutaneous, with the ophthalmic-intradermic.

The method of applying the intradermic test is briefly described:
The most suitable place to make the injection is in one o f the 

caudal folds of the skin on the under side of the base of the tail, since 
the skin here is free from hair and is soft and pliable the right fold is 
the one usually selected. The seat o f injection should first be cleansed 
with medicated alcohol, and the hypodermic needle should be cleansed 
by the same method after each injection. A  metal tube attached to 
the outer clothing and containing medicated alcohol is supplied to all 
testing veterinarians for the purpose of cleansing hypodermic needles 
and for carrying the same from farm to farm.

The caudal fold is grasped between the thumb and first finger of 
the left hand and the needle inserted horizontally into the thickness 
o f the skin thus held. The injection must be made into the true or 
dermal tissue, care being taken to prevent the tuberculin from being 
discharged into the subcutaneous tissue or superficially into the epi
dermis.

Following the injection o f the intradermic tuberculin, the first 
reading o f the test is made at the expiration of 72 hours. A  swelling 
at the seat o f injection indicates tuberculosis. These swellings vary 
from the size o f a match-head to a swelling as large as an orange. 
They may be circumscribed or elongated, and are mostly indurated, 
and some are o f an edematous nature.

As the result o f the post mortem examination o f 345,000 tuber
culous animals in New York State since 1917, it has been found that 
an animal condemned on the slightest reaction oftentimes exhibits 
the most advanced lesions o f tuberculosis, and when a failure is 
charged against the tuberculin test it is usually due to failure o f the 
veterinarian to observe the slight reaction, or a reaction occurring
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some time after the completion of the test. In herds where reactors 
are found veterinarians are expected to make a second reading be
tween the 96th and 150th hour. It has been found by experience 
that 3 or 4 late reactors may be found in the examination o f 3,000 
animals.

The Ophthalmic or Eye Test

The ophthalmic test is made by treating the eye with a specially 
prepared tuberculin or by the use of tuberculin discs. The discs are 
preferable because o f the uniformity o f the dosage and the compara
tive ease with which they are applied. On December 3, 1920, this 
test was officially recognized as a test to be used in combination with 
the other methods; it is not permitted as a test to be used alone. 
Cattle cannot be safely tested by this method if they are kept in open 
barns or corrals where sand and dirt can freely blow through. 
Should conjunctivitis, or other eye disease exist, the test should not 
be applied until the eyes have become normal.

The method of applying this test is as follow s:
The ophthalmic tuberculin is instilled at the time the intradermic 

injection is made. A t the expiration of 72 hours the first intradermic 
readings are made, and at that time the second application, or diag
nostic dose, o f ophthalmic tuberculin is injected. Tw o or more 
ophthalmic readings are made between the 4th and 8th hour. When 
one ophthalmic reading is made the best time is between the 6th and 
7th hour.

Reactions to this test are indicated usually by lachrymation and 
redness o f the conjunctiva, possibly swelling, and a free discharge o f 
mucopurulent pus, yellow in color. This typical discharge should 
not be confused with a mucous discharge sometimes seen at the inner 
canthus as a result o f the introduction o f any foreign material. As a 
result o f the extensive use o f this test it has been found that animals 
condemned on a reaction consisting of less than 8 drops o f pus have 
been found to exhibit extensive lesions o f tuberculosis. As a result 
o f combining the ophthalmic with the intradermic test it has been 
found that oftentimes an animal may react to the ophthalmic and not 
to the intradermic, and some to the intradermic and not to the oph
thalmic. A  record compiled by the writer, and covering 1,402 animals 
condemned on slight reactions to the ophthalmic-intradermic test, 
shows that upon post mortem examination 5 per cent, o f the animals 
showed generalized lesions of tuberculosis and 72 per cent, localized 
lesions.

410 The Accredited Herd Plan
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In New York practically all testing is done by the township-area 

method. There are 275 veterinarians now engaged in this great work 
and the number o f cattle tested monthly by veterinarians varies from 
500 to 2,000, representing from 75 to 100 herds. This variation is 
due to the section of the country in which the veterinarian is working 
and the size o f herds, which range from one animal to as high as 200 
and 300. A  veterinarian is usually able to test on an average o f 8 
herds a day, the injections being made on Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday of each week and the readings conducted on Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday.

Since the year 1918 all cattle in New York have been tuberculin 
tested under the accredited herd plan. This plan was created at a 
meeting o f the United States Live Stock Sanitary Association at 
Chicago, 111., in the year 1917, and was the only plan ever devised to 
control tuberculosis. It has been adopted by all o f the States in the 
Union and is also in operation in Alaska and Hawaii.

The plan is a cooperative one between the cattle owner, the Live 
Stock Sanitary Officials o f the state in which he lives and the Bureau 
of Animal Industry o f the United States Department of Agriculture. 
The various State Legislatures make provisions annually or bi
annually for indemnifying cattle owners for the loss o f animals con
demned on account o f tuberculosis. The amount appropriated by 
Congress for use during the past fiscal year was approximately $6,
000,000, and the amount appropriated by the various states was over 
$12,000,000. In the United States there are approximately 63,000,000 
cattle on approximately 7,000,000 farms. Since 1918, 2,249,312 
herds, representing 21,125,066 cattle have been tuberculin tested un
der the accredited herd plan. During this same period considerably 
more than 1,000,000 tuberculous cattle have been removed from  the 
herds as a result o f the tuberculin test, and slaughtered under vet
erinary supervision. In spite of the removal of this large number o f 
animals, milk consumption has greatly increased, the health o f the 
people according to statistics has been greatly improved, and the 
term of life considerably lengthened.

In the year 1918, approximately 4.8 per cent, o f all the cattle in 
the United States were tuberculous. As a result o f the intensive 
campaign which has been waged for the past ten years the infection 
has been reduced to 2.4 per cent.

It might be well at this time to draw attention to the fact that o f 
25,439 cattle tested in Denmark from 1893 to 1895, 49.3 per cent, 
reacted. An examination o f 20,930 cattle in Great Britain, either
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slaughtered and examined post mortem, or tested with tuberculin, 
26 per cent, were found to be affected with tuberculosis.

In tracing the spread of tuberculosis it is found that it was in
troduced into certain localities in Western Europe and into America, 
from which centers it spread somewhat slowly at first, but gradually 
increased with the development o f the cattle traffic. The cattle o f 
Denmark, according to Professor Bang, became infected from cattle 
imported from Scotland. The United States and Canada introduced 
tuberculosis in a similar manner, although it is not known from what 
country or at just what time it occurred.

Arrangements have been made for the accreditation o f a county 
where less than .5 o f 1 per cent, o f tuberculosis was disclosed as a 
result o f a retest o f all cattle. On June 1st, 507 counties in the 
United States had been so modified. O f the 3,072 counties in the 
United States, at the present time, 1,000 are engaged in the tuber
culin testing of cattle on the area plan.

In the year 1918, when the accredited herd plan was adopted in 
New York, this department was confronted with the task o f testing 
considerably more than 2,000,000 cattle on 176,000 farms located in 
62 counties and 950 townships, at least 28 per cent, o f the cattle being 
tuberculous. This is compared with States such as Iowa, Wisconsin, 
Michigan, Minnesota and Illinois where the infection at that time 
ranged from only 3 per cent, to 4 per cent. A t that time the depart
ment lacked a plan, a workable organization and a program to carry 
out the great project o f controlling and eradicating tuberculosis.

The successful control and eradication o f bovine tuberculosis re
quires the full support and cooperation o f all cattle owners; and this 
support cannot be procured and maintained unless the work o f the 
various interested control organizations is performed efficiently, con
scientiously, economically and thoroughly.

The progress that has been made in New York in the control and 
eradication of bovine tuberculosis is due to the following factors:

1. A  Plan.
2. A  sound and workable organization.
3. A  Program.

The outstanding features o f the Plan may be classified as follow s:
1. A ll testing confined to areas— the township selected as the 

unit— approximately 90 per cent, o f the herd owners being first signed 
up, or 90 per cent, o f the cattle represented in the sign-up, before 
work is inaugurated.

2. It is required that all tuberculin tests be conducted by the

412 The Accredited Herd Plan
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ophthalmic-intradermic method, triple tests being applied when 
deemed necessary by the testing veterinarian. I am confident that 
the combination test has an advantage o f at least 12 per cent, over any 
single method. All testing veterinarians are required to make a 
house-to-house canvass in the township where assigned in order to 
make certain that every cow is subjected to the test. Frequently, 
arrangements are made to test all cattle in a township in a week’s 
time, and this is accomplished by assigning a sufficient force o f veteri
narians. A  map is prepared showing all roads, with the owners listed 
according to location o f their farms on the roads, and the number of 
cattle owned by each. T o  each veterinarian is given a list showing 
the owners o f the herds to be tested by him. Under this arrange
ment all the cattle are tested within a week.

3. All reactors are double ear-tagged, legibly branded and re
quired to be promptly segregated.

4. Reactors are appraised by competent and experienced ap
praisers— present force 32.

5. Reactors are shipped cooperatively to live stock commission 
firms at public stockyards in New York or Buffalo, graded, sold for 
the high dollar, and slaughtered, principally at establishments where 
United States meat inspection is maintained. The aim is to slaughter 
as many as possible at official establishments where proper facilities 
are available for inspection and disposition o f condemned carcasses 
and parts.

6. All infected premises are thoroughly cleaned according to 
printed instructions issued to the owner or person in charge o f each 
herd and then disinfected with a permitted disinfectant applied by a 
power sprayer. The latter is operated by a layman, employed by the 
local tuberculosis committee, whose signed certificate is required be
fore the indemnity claims are paid.

7. Infected herds are retested every 60-90 days until a clean test 
is obtained. All large and important herds, where infection has 
existed, are retested at 6-month intervals after a clean test has been 
obtained until they are accredited. Whenever one or more reactors 
are found in a herd, even though no visible lesions are found upon 
post-mortem examination, the herd is considered infected, the premi
ses disinfected, and a retest ordered. Herds are not accredited until 
three clean tests six months apart, or two clean tests one year apart, 
have been obtained.

8. A ll additions to herds must be animals originating from herds 
operating under the Accredited Herd Plan and added strictly in ac
cordance with Accredited Herd Rules.
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9. Quarantines. A fter 90 per cent, o f the herds or the cattle in 

a township or county have been tuberculin tested, a quarantine may 
be laid upon such township or county by the Commissioner o f Agri
culture and Markets. Quarantines have been placed upon 17 coun
ties and 222 additional townships. These quarantines prohibit the 
movement o f cattle into or through these counties or townships, un
less such cattle have been tuberculin tested within 60 days, are cov
ered by a permit accompanied by a test chart and health certificate. 
Only cattle of the required health status are permitted to be moved.

10. Retesting o f Fully Accredited Herds. An important factor 
in this eradication program is the bringing about o f annual retesting 
o f fully accredited herds. Our plan is to assign townships in which 
nearly all herds are accredited to one or more accredited veterinarians 
for retesting at owner’s expense. Being done on an area basis, this 
work can be accomplished at a reasonable cost to the cattle owners. 
Thirty-two counties, in which all herds have been tested, have been 
divided into a number o f zones, and a resident accredited veterinarian 
assigned to each zone; 139 such veterinarians have been assigned to 
this work. A  blanket authorization is issued to each veterinarian 
directing the retesting of all herds in his zone due for test.

11. Supervision o f Field Activities. T o  assure uniformity and 
efficiency in conducting the work, supervision is essential. The state 
has therefore been divided into 7 zones, to each of which a super
vising veterinarian has been assigned— three are state and four are 
federal veterinarians. These supervisors visit the veterinarians in 
their zone at frequent intervals, observe the injecting o f a group o f 
herds, the reading of the tests, and the branding and tagging of re
actors; they check up on the cleaning and disinfection o f premises, 
confer with the secretary and members of the local tuberculosis com
mittees, and plan testing programs. They also adjust any difficulties 
for the testing veterinarian that may occur. This plan has now been 
in operation about two years and its beneficial effects are very marked.

Organizations may be divided into seven divisions, namely:

1. The New York State Department of Agriculture and 
Markets.

2. The United States Bureau of Animal Industry.
3. The New York State College of Agriculture.
4. Cooperation of 43 local boards of supervisors, accompanied 

by a gross appropriation o f $225,000 for the year 1927.
5. Local Health Officers— Health Organizations.
6. The active participation o f 50 local county tuberculosis 

committees having a personnel o f 316 representative men.
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.7- Cooperation of the farm bureaus— a valuable contribution—  

the county agent usually being the secretary of the tuber
culosis committee.

8. Confidence and cooperation o f the thinking cattle owners 
and the consumers o f milk and dairy products.

On January 1 and July 1 of each year a printed program is pre
pared, giving instructions relative to retests, etc., and outlining the 
extent o f initial area work by townships which is to be completed. A  
copy of this program is sent to the testing veterinarians, and the 
chairmen and secretaries o f the local tuberculosis committees.

A t the close o f each year’s work an estimate is made as to the 
indemnity requirements for the ensuing year. A fter the appropria
tion has been made, a group o f townships are selected for test, the 
estimated total reactors to be revealed being sufficient to obligate the 
indemnity appropriation.

Prior to 1924 considerable sporadic testing was permitted: since 
1924 the work has been confined strictly to the area plan. During 
the years 1922-1923 county-wide drives were instituted in three of 
our larger counties. Since that time, however, the township has 
been selected as the area unit. All organized counties are permitted 
to inaugurate the work on this basis and are not required to wait 
until the county can be tested as a whole. New York has 62 counties, 
51 of which are organized to eradicate bovine tuberculosis. A  county 
is classified as organized when a tuberculosis committee has been 
formed and an appropriation obtained from the local board o f super
visors for the purpose o f employing a competent county veterinarian, 
(and oftentimes an assistant county veterinarian) ; for payment of 
his traveling expense to and from his work and from farm to farm ; 
for necessary supplies, such as power disinfecting outfit, cattle tags 
and office supplies, and for office help, etc. During the past year 43 
counties appropriated a total of $225,000.

Usually the tuberculosis committee is composed of two or more 
members from the local Board o f Supervisors, a representative from 
the Farm Bureau, the Grange and the County Medical Society, and 
two or more prominent and interested breeders or dairymen. This 
group selects a chairman and secretary, the secretary usually being 
the county agricultural agent. The duties of these committees are 
to carry on the educational work, hold township meetings, conduct 
the sign-up campaigns, report violations and assist in enforcing 
quarantines. Bulletins and circulars on tuberculosis are furnished 
by the department for educational purposes.

The appraising o f all reactors in New York State is done promptly
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by a force o f 32 department appraisers, after which they are loaded 
and shipped cooperatively to slaughter centers such as Buffalo or 
New York, where the animals are sorted, graded and sold straight. 
This plan has resulted in increasing the average net salvage from 
$14.50 in 1921, to $48.00 at the present time.

Veterinary Forces Engaged in N ew  York State

The veterinary force in New York State, representing 275 veteri
narians, devotes nearly all o f its time to the tuberculin testing o f 
cattle. This large force of veterinarians tested during the year end
ing January 1, 1927, 72,096 herds, comprising 807,726 cattle.

Results o f  Testing All Cattle in a Badly Infected Township

BRUNSWICK TOWNSHIP—RENSSELAER COUNTY

Test Date of 
Tests

HerdsTested
CattleTested Reactors Per

Cent. Infected
Premises

Post Mortem Results

Jan. 1, 1927 toJune 4, 1927
258 3,344 1,963 59 169

Per Cent. 
65.5

Gen’l. 237—12% 
Loc. 1,712—86.6% NVL 27— 1.4%

Accuracy o f  Tuberculin Testing Very Satisfactory

The accuracy of the tests and their interpretation by veterinarians 
has been very gratifying. The decrease in tuberculosis in counties 
where intensive tuberculosis eradication has been in progress is shown 
by the following table:

Approximate per Estimated per
cent, of bovine cent, of bovine

County tuberculosis, tuberculosis,
May, 1918 May, 1928

Hamilton ............................... ..................  2.8 .1 of 1
Warren ................................ ..................  5.7 .3 of 1
Yates ................................... ..................  6.2 .2 of 1
Essex ................................... ..................  7.2 .1 of 1
Steuben ................................ ..................  7.3 .4 of 1
Schuyler ............................... ..................  7.4 .2 of 1
Allegany ............................... ..................  8.8 .2 of 1
Cattaragus ............................ ..................  15.3 1.0
Clinton ................................ ..................  17.0 2.0
Chautauqua ........................... ..................  19.0 1.0
Wyoming ............................... .................. 20.8 1.5
Tompkins ............................. ..................  22.2 1.0
Oswego ................................ ..................  24.4 1.5
Livingston ............................. ..................  25.6 1.0
Greene .................................. ..................  25.9 1.0
Monroe ................................ ..................  27.3 1.0
Genesee ................................ ..................  28.4 1.5
Columbia ............................... ..................  28.9 2.0
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The Accomplishments During the Same Month 10 Years Apart

M ay 1918
Herds tested ............................  1
Cattle te s te d ............................  93
Reactors ................................... 27

May 1928
Herds tested .................  7,987
Cattle tested .................  112,271
R ea ctors .......................... 7,680

Accredited Counties

Considering the high percentage o f tuberculosis, New York has 
succeeded in having 7 counties declared accredited.

The progress briefly described has been due to the splendid co
operation received from the local tuberculosis committees, Boards of 
Supervisors, Health Officers, Veterinarians, cattle owners and con
sumers o f dairy products. This cooperation is continually stimulated 
by township and county-wide meetings, public demonstrations and by 
the distribution o f reliable literature— a bulletin entitled “ Bovine 
Tuberculosis, Its History, Control and Eradication” ; a circular en
titled “ Help Eradicate Tuberculosis”  and a pamphlet, “ Opinions o f 
Recognized Authorities.”  New Y ork ’s future aim is to complete the 
first test o f all cattle by 1933, the first annual retest by 1934, and the 
accreditation o f all counties by 1936.

N ew  York's Plan fo r  the Completion o f Tuberculosis Eradication

As a result of the program already described New York has made 
splendid progress in the control and eradication o f bovine tuberculosis. 
W ork has been carried out according to program since early in 1924 
and up to the present time the work is ahead o f schedule.

For the six months period ending January 1, 1929, the depart
ment’s program calls for the testing o f all cattle in 72 townships. T o  
complete the initial test o f all cattle in New York by July 1, 1933, 
approximately 60 townships will have to be covered each year. This 
is a decrease from former years, and is due to the fact that the re
maining territory to be tested is in most cases highly infected.



IT PAYS TO BE POOR

B LE E C K E R  M A R Q U E T T E

Executive Secretary, Public Health Federation, Cincinnati, O.

Little light on the question of hospital care and procedure came 
from the International Conference of Social W ork. A  sojourn in 
England however, indicated that there is a great deal o f interest in 
hospitals in that country. In a striking percentage of the cities and 
towns visited in the course o f a tour of the country, projects for new 
hospital buildings had either just been completed or were under way 
and the people seemed to be keenly aroused. The methods of rais
ing money in England are antiquated and unsatisfactory and many 
of these campaigns were trudging along at a slow, tedious pace. 
There has been no development whatever o f the Community Chest 
idea in England and strangely enough the question was not discussed 
at all in the International Conference o f Social W ork. English 
social workers who have learned about the Community Chest are very 
much interested but fearful of trying to launch the movement in their 
own country because of the feeling that the English mind will not 
take to it.

The kind of hospital these campaigns finance are quite different 
from the hospitals we support by voluntary contributions. Ours are 
for rich, middle class and poor alike. Theirs are distinctly for the 
poor— more like our municipal hospitals. Some have what they call 
pay beds— we would say part-pay beds— for those who can pay some
thing but not the full cost. Practically none of them accommodate 
the well-to-do. They, forsooth, must go to special institutions called 
“ nursing homes”  which are much inferior to the hospitals. Here we 
have one o f the few cases in the world’s experience where the rich 
pay high for less satisfactory care than the poor get free. In fact, they 
really can’t buy the higher type o f service rendered to the poor, be
cause England’s well equipped hospitals with operating rooms, ele
vators, laboratories, resident physicians are intended primarily for
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the lower income groups and do not accept the rich at any price. 
The nursing homes are commercial institutions, usually maintained 
in make-shift converted dwellings. They usually lack most o f what 
we consider as essentials o f a good up-to-date hospital, although the 
food and nursing care are usually excellent.

One of the greatest contrasts between the approach to social 
problems in England and ours in America is that we do most things 
by private organizations while England does them by law and through 
government bureaus. Yet in the hospital field it is different. The 
government does little and private agencies much. The counties and 
cities usually conduct hospitals for contagious diseases, but the 
municipal hospital for acute and operative cases is rare. The govern
ment subsidizes many other private agencies but the hospitals have 
been left to care for themselves.

Another development in connection with English hospitals that 
we do not find on a large scale here is the effort to build up special 
hospital insurance schemes (entirely apart from the government health 
insurance act) to enable the wage earner to pay something toward his 
hospital cost and to help the middle classes to meet a reasonable fee.

St. Thomas’ Hospital in London is typical o f the best o f English 
hospitals and it bristles with historical interest. It occupies a site 
where stood in 680 an institution built by St. Thomas A. Becket for 
“ the entertainment o f the poor.”  The wards o f the hospital were 
planned by the great Florence Nightingale, herself. Located on the 
Thames opposite the Houses of Parliament, its extensive group of 
buildings constitute an imposing edifice that forms part o f the glori
ous view from Westminster Bridge. An institution of 600 beds, con
ducted along modern lines and inspired by a fine spirit of service, St. 
Thomas’ Hospital stands high in the opinion of the citizens o f Lon
don. It was a great privilege to be able to get at this splendid institu
tion a first hand impression of London’s hospital facilities.

This hospital is supported entirely by voluntary contributions. 
Most o f their patients are poor and a large percentage o f them are 
referred to the hospital by private physicians, although only the hos
pital staff and recognized consultants have the privilege o f service in 
the hospital. Patients are encouraged to pay what they can but in 
most cases it is very little. During the past year $75,000 was col
lected in this way and this amount was considered by the hospital 
authorities to be very satisfactory. They have a large out-patient 
department and are about to build a new out-patient building. The
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out-patient department is well correlated with the in-patient depart
ment as to medical service, social service and record keeping which 
is more than we can boast o f in many of our American hospitals.

London has a Hospital Association which helps to bring about 
cooperation between the hospitals but the association has no official 
authority and can function only by means o f persuasion and mutual 
agreement.

There are a good many different clinics o f all types in London. 
They are not coordinated but there is not much duplication and on the 
whole the service is good.

The method of follow-up in the Out-Patient Department o f St. 
Thomas’ Hospital is by mail which in general we are told, brings 
good results. The only service in which mail is not used is in the 
venereal disease service.

There is a staff o f seventeen trained social workers or “ almoners”  
as the English call them who provide social service both in the in
patient and out-patient departments and constitute one o f the prin
cipal factors in the successful work o f the hospital. The social 
service staff do no visiting in the home but refer all their cases to 
various private and government social agencies from which they re
ceive regular reports and splendid cooperation.

The Lady Almoner who is equivalent to our chief social worker, 
a Miss A. B. Cummins, is a woman of great charm and intelligence, 
and her fine personality has undoubtedly helped to inspire the splendid 
work being done at this hospital. Miss Cummins believes that the 
private hospitals o f England will continue to have a great part to 
play because there is something in the spirit o f the privately con
ducted institutions which is usually not present in those conducted 
by the government even though the latter may be ever so well man
aged. The tendency toward the establishment o f hospital insurance 
funds in England does not always simplify matters for the hospitals. 
In the case o f their own hospital, Miss Cummins explained that cer
tain factories have built up hospital funds whereby the men in a given 
factory contribute a penny a week for the support o f  St. Thomas’ 
Hospital. Having made this contribution o f a penny a week, any 
such workman who has occasion to go to St. Thomas’ Hospital feels 
that he is entitled to special attention and that he should be given 
precedence over other patients. Naturally the amount o f money re
ceived from this source is so little as to be almost negligible and it 
is quite impossible for the hospital management to give these working
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people the special privileges they demand. Accordingly, the Lady 
Almoner is now recommending that this plan be discontinued.

The health insurance system which has been in operation for 
several years now in England has affected almost every angle o f 
health work including the hospitals. In general, hospital authorities 
have regarded the scheme unfavorably. It was originally opposed 
by physicians and by manufacturers. Most o f the objection seems 
however to have died out. Careful inquiry among working people 
indicates that while many of the workers objected at first to the 
weekly payments, the majority o f them now seem to feel that the 
health insurance is desirable. Employers have come to accept the 
system even though they are probably not keen for it. The Secretary 
o f the British Medical Association when interviewed said that while 
the medical group was opposed in the beginning they now feel that 
in spite o f its defects the Act has been successful and has in fact 
benefited the physicians. The effect upon the hospitals has not been 
so good. By encouraging working, people to better safe-guard their 
health and consult physicians more frequently the scheme has had the 
effect o f sending more people into the hospitals. Added to that has 
been a tendency on the part of the panel physician to send his pa
tients to dispensaries and hospitals when possible because this relieves 
him of having to continue his service. The health insurance system 
covers only the service of the general practitioner and does not pay 
for any special service, operative treatment or hospital care. H os
pital authorities have not hesitated to send back to physicians, cases 
that they think have been improperly referred to them. The hos
pitals complain that health insurance has increased the burden upon 
them but has given them no financial help.

Miss Cummins confided that while she was originally opposed to 
the insurance scheme she has been forced to the conclusion that it 
has been on the whole a good thing. Her only grievance is that it 
has failed to provide for payments to the hospitals for the service 
they render as well as payments to the physician.
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EDITORIAL 

Early Diagnosis

Last year’s Early Diagnosis Campaign was so successful that the 
National Tuberculosis Association and its affiliated associations are 
conducting a similar one this April. Following last year’s concen
trated emphasis on “ Early Discovery— Early Recovery. Let Your 
Doctor Decide” there were increased visits to tuberculosis clinics, 
more beds in sanatoria and a greater interest manifested in the 
services rendered their respective communities by the state and local 
associations. There was a widespread interest and cooperation 
shown by the medical profession, nurses, social workers, the public 
press, as well as laymen in general and it is hoped that this year 
there will be a continued desire to help in stressing the need for 
combating tuberculosis throughout the year.

Readers o f Hospital Social Service will be especially interested 
to know that this year’s campaign is to direct attention on chil
dren. Lung-gland tuberculosis in children, while it is not neces
sarily a disease, is very often the precursor to lung tuberculosis 
later in life. Inasmuch as social service, a community asset, means 
that many contacts can be made in families, the worker has a splendid 
opportunity to discover suspected cases in children. Family histories 
with which she may become familiar will many times make this 
specially trained worker peculiarly keen in noting suspicious symp
toms of lung-gland tuberculosis. The child who should be taken 
for a physical examination with X-ray will be underweight and show 
signs of weakness; he may be somewhat pale; he will tire easily 
and his appetite will be poor. Now these, o f course, are symptoms 
that may be due to other causes but the careful person will not 
ignore them, nor fail to have the child examined.

Too many young adults die from tuberculosis. In the age group 
from 15 to 44 there are 55,944 annual deaths or two-thirds o f all the 
deaths from tuberculosis. That is why emphasis is placed upon
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detecting the disease in childhood— namely, to save the many men 
and women who die in their productive years.

One noted physician said that o f all his tuberculosis patients 
88 per cent, had symptoms of loss o f strength or fatigue— especially 
in the afternoon. This is one o f the warning signs o f tuberculosis 
plus loss o f weight, indigestion and a cough that persists for more 
than three weeks. The social service worker who has gained the 
confidence o f the family can tactfully suggest a careful overhauling.

Pasteur has said that “ it is in the power o f man to cause all 
disease to disappear from the world.”  Certainly we as workers 
toward this goal will be glad to do our share in spreading the 
message of “ discover early means recover early.”

E l i z a b e t h  C o l e ,

National Tuberculosis Association.

ERRATA
Volume X V III

(1 ) Page 191, paragraph 5. “ -------for the year ending March
31, 1907— should read year ending March 31, 1927.

(2 ) Page 195, line 7. “ -------A  small portion o f gelatine is added
to the mixtures, principally to soften the curd o f the sour milk used—  
should read soften the curd o f cow’s milk used.
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NEWS NOTES

The W elfare Bureau of Austria has opened 6 rest homes where 
working children whose health is below par may spend vacations in 
the country at a nominal cost.

Child W elfare and School Hygiene are among the subjects to 
be discussed at the Congress of the Royal Institute of Public Health 
o f Great Britain to be held at Zurich May 15th to May 20th next, 
on the invitation o f the Canton, the Municipality and the University 
o f Ztirich. The Congress will be o f an international character, but 
will be conducted in English. Delegates are being invited from 
governments, municipalities, universities, and other public bodies. 
World's Children (England.)

The February issue of “ The Family”  was devoted entirely to 
the memory o f the late Mary E. Richmond in recognition of her 
noble qualities and her splendid contribution to social work. No 
finer memorial could have been conceived than the beautiful and 
sincere tributes written by well known men and women who worked 
either indirectly or directly with Miss Richmond in the broad field 
of social work. Each writer recalls some outstanding lovable quality 
in the unique personality make-up of a beloved leader who embodied 
all the attributes for friendship and service to humanity.

The Early Diagnosis Campaign
In spite o f the fact that the organized campaign to control tuber

culosis has been carried on for twenty-five years and in that time 
has helped to decrease the tuberculosis death-rate from  200 per 
100,000 population to 80.8, there still remains a vital phase in which 
much needs yet to be done. Only about 15 per cent, o f all patients 
in tuberculosis sanatoria throughout the country are incipient or 
early cases upon entrance. This means that tuberculosis is not being 
discovered in time to make recovery easier and less long drawn out.
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Efforts should be made to remedy such a situation. Inasmuch 

as the tuberculosis campaign is educational in its aim, the National 
Tuberculosis Association and its affiliated associations decided to 
emphasize in its teachings the need for early diagnosis. In order 
to encourage people to realize the value o f thorough and frequent 
periodic examinations, therefore, an Early Diagnosis Campaign 
was conducted in March, 1928. With the cooperation o f the medical 
profession, the public press, posters, pamphlets and motion pictures, 
the message o f “ Early Discovery— Early Recovery”  was intensively 
broadcast during that month. The result was increased visits to 
tuberculosis clinics, increased beds in sanatoria, and a more general 
interest in what services state and local tuberculosis associations 
could render their respective communities.

The campaign was financed by the Christmas seals sold in De
cember. Accompanied by a plea to buy the penny Christmas seal, 
their message of health education is annually broadcast. The Early 
Diagnosis Campaign, however, is solely educational and seeks to 
keep before the people the need for combating the disease throughout 
the year. Especially after the winter’s strain and when other spring 
housecleaning is on one’s mind, it is important to consider the fact 
that the body, too, requires a good overhauling.

The Campaign will be repeated in April of this year. Tuberculosis 
has its danger signs, as most diseases have. They are: “ T oo  easily 
tired; loss of weight; cough that hangs on ; indigestion.”  Persons 
having these symptoms will be urged to consult their physicians or 
a specialist. And there will be opportunities at specially conducted 
clinics for free examination.

Sanatorium care is the recognized safe and sure treatment for 
tuberculosis, but it is neither safe nor sure when it comes late in the 
progress of the disease. This newest development in the tubercu
losis movement is aimed to increase the percentage of early cases 
in sanatoria by moving back the average time when persons become 
aware that they have the disease. There is no way of achieving 
this except by a thorough physical examination, which it is hoped 
everyone in the country who has ground for suspecting his condition 
will undergo during the month of April.

National Negro Health Week, a project sponsored by the U. S. 
Public Health Service, was observed throughout the country March 
31 to April 7.
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According to newspaper reports, Mrs. Medill McCormick, Con

gresswoman, is conducting experiments on her extensive dairy farm 
outside Chicago in feeding cows a ration which contains 10 per cent, 
o f a mixture of seaweed and fish. She claims to have obtained 
350 to 400 parts of iodine to 1,000,000 parts o f milk. Pediatricians 
are said to be working with her to bring the experiment to a success. 
Health News.

As a result o f the 5-year health demonstration o f the Milbank 
Memorial Fund, Syracuse has appointed a full-time health officer 
and appropriated $162,000 for public health work.

Although during the same period there was a steady increase 
in the total number o f dependent children under care, a considerable 
decline in the number o f children in New York State institutions 
from 1915 to 1925 is reported by the New York State Board o f 
Charities. This was attributed to the growth o f mothers’ pensions 
and the use of boarding homes. The State Board also reports 
that the average cost o f public care for children in institutions in 
1925 was $386 per child, or about twice as much as the cost per 
child under mothers’ aid. World's Children.

The Newark, N. J., Department o f Health during the recent 
influenza epidemic issued large bibs to the babies o f Newark, inscribed 
with the following warning against the dangers of the promiscuous 
kissing o f helpless infants and young children: “ Don’t want to be 
sick. Don’t kiss me.”

Cuba is holding this month its first National Congress o f Child 
Welfare, organized by the University Pedagogical Association. This 
action was inspired by the Fifth Pan American Child Congress held 
in Havana a year ago. There will be official delegations from the 
provinces and cities. Among the subjects on which reports will be 
presented are infant mortality and morbidity, child feeding in the 
tropics, child-welfare days and health weeks, school nurses, coopera
tion between home and school, the rights o f childhood to education 
and protection by the State; the prevention and treatment o f juvenile 
delinquency; and the conservation o f the family. World’s Children.
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According to statistics compiled by the Metropolitan Life In

surance Company, the Negro deathrate has steadily decreased in 
the past 10 years. During the period 1911 to 1927 the mortality 
rate o f the Negroes, o f all ages, dropped 17.3 per cent, as compared 
with 31.6 per cent, for whites. Tuberculosis as a cause o f death 
among colored people shows a marked decrease.

The section on sheltered workshops o f the W elfare Council is 
making a study o f sheltered workshops in New York City.

Miss Katherine Tucker has been appointed General Director of 
the National Organization o f Public Health Nursing.

According to the National Industrial Conference Board, the 
salaries o f office workers have increased 74 per cent, since 1914, as 
compared to an average increase o f about 117 per cent, in the 
weekly earnings o f industrial workers. The Kablegram.

Julia Richman High School, 67th Street and Second Avenue, 
maintains a free employment service for its graduates who have been 
trained for 4 years in stenography, bookkeeping and general office 
routine.

Dr. James Rowland Angell, President o f Yale University, re
cently announced a gift o f $1,000,000 for endowment to the Yale 
School o f Nursing from the Rockefeller Foundation.

The Gorgas Memorial Institute has announced a nation-wide 
essay contest among high school students in “ an effort to reach 
the younger generation with proper and useful health information.”  
The subject selected is “ The L ife and Achievements o f William 
Crawford Gorgas and Their Relation to Our Health.”  The contest 
is open to students in junior and senior high schools. Further de
tails may be obtained by writing to the Gorgas Memorial Institute, 
1331-3 G Street, Washington, D. C.

The United States Civil Service Commission has announced the 
following open competitive examinations: Physician, associate physi
cian, social worker (psychiatric) and junior social worker— to fill 
vacancies in the hospitals o f the Veterans’ Bureau— open for appli-
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cants until June 29; physiotherapy assistant to fill vancancies in Vet
erans’ Bureau hospitals and Public Health Service— open until May 
7th; graduate nurse (visiting duty), graduate nurse (junior grade) 
— to fill vacancies in hospitals of Veterans’ Bureau, the Public Health 
Service and the Indian Service throughout the country— open until 
June 29th. Full information may be obtained from the Commission 
or from the Secretary of the United States Civil Service Board of 
Examiners at the post office or customhouse in any city.

A  fellow may get away with a good deal of reckless driving 
in his health car just as he can in his automobile, but he does definite 
damage to the machine on every such occasion and continuation re
quires nothing but the lapse o f time to bring a complete wreck. 
Illinois Health Messenger.

The Bureau of Industrial Hygiene, New York Department of 
Labor, maintains 2 lecturers in the field who are ready to give il
lustrated talks on industrial hygiene and accident prevention upon 
application on the part of manufacturing plants.

According to the Statistical Bulletin o f the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company, tuberculosis is rapidly being eliminated as an 
important element in the mortality of the American people. The 
year 1928 will show the lowest deathrate on record for this disease; 
probably not more than 70 per 100,000, which will be about 7 less 
than in 1927.

It has been announced that a National Child Welfare Association 
o f China has been formed under Dr. H. H. Rung, Minister of In
dustry, Commerce and Labor, with headquarters in Shanghai. The 
new Association will cooperate with the Association for the Welfare 
o f the Children of China, Inc., New York City.

During the 5 years ending 1927 the Victorian Bush Nursing A s
sociation of Victoria, Australia, attended 2,273 confinements o f 
white mothers without losing a patient.

The Rockefeller Foundation recently endowed the College o f 
Nursing of St. Luke’s International Hospital at Tokio with the sum 
of $400,000.
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Through provision in the will o f the late H. Payne Whitney, 

the Cornell Medical Centre has been endowed with $15,000,000 and 
the sum of $3,000,000 is to go to the New York Hospital.

Italy has introduced automobile traveling tuberculosis clinics 
equipped for the examination o f tuberculous people, suspects and 
school children in the rural districts, where medical aid is not avail
able.

Considerably more than half the sickness-insurance funds of 
Germany have extended their sick benefits to the children of insured 
persons, emphasizing preventive work and providing free dental 
treatment for them, opening gymnasiums and clinics, and making 
greater provision for their treatment in convalescent homes and 
sanitariums. The sickness-insurance funds of Germany are a part 
o f the compulsory social-insurance system of that country. World’s 
Children.

Pan American Union reports the following health and social 
welfare activities o f our neighbors in South Am erica:

The Argentina. National Boy Scouts, organized in 1912, now 
has 150 companies, the membership numbering 20,000.

A  Municipal Museum of Hygiene has been opened in Buenos 
Aires.

In Chile public health nurses are concentrating on maternal and 
infant hygiene.

In Nicaragua the government has published a book, “ Notions 
o f Hygiene,” for the use of children in public schools.

In Uruguay a course for social workers is being given by physi
cians and specialists in social welfare work, under the auspices of 
the Uruguayan Association o f Child Welfare.

In Venezuela 12 patients have been discharged from the Cabo 
Blanco Leprosarium.

The first classes in the school of nursing established by the Red 
Cross in Caracas, Venezuela, were opened in June, 1928, with an 
enrollment o f 60.

The very nature of social work necessitates seeing the patient 
as a whole. In this way there is frequently revealed the mental 
hygiene aspects in any situation, particularly in physical illness. The 
psychiatrist also is forced to consider the individual in relation to
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his total setting. The relationship between psychiatry and social 
work is constantly growing closer, with advantage to both professions. 
— L a w s o n  G. L o w r e y , Welfare Magazine.

BOOK REVIEWS
The Problem Child at Home. By Mary Buell Sayles. New 

Y ork : The Commonwealth Fund Division o f Publicity, 1928. 342 p. 
Price $1.50.

One of the most piquant observations to be made o f Miss Sayles’ 
excellent work is that the parent frequently presents a problem as 
serious as that of the problem child with whom this book is concerned.

A s a matter o f fact, the study of every problem child must include 
a careful estimate o f its environment and more particularly of its 
parents. In many instances the problem child is merely a smyptom 
complex o f a problem family. Thus, for example, with the mother 
the prolonged and overbearing domestic cares and ever present 
financial worries are more than she can shoulder without showing 
their ill effects on her disposition. She is easily irritated with what 
she believes to be the shortcomings of her child. That same child 
in other environments passes for a normal child. Sometimes the 
mother is chronically ill, or is, for one reason or another, mentally 
or physically incapable of keeping pace with the growth and devel
opment o f her child. Often the father, too, is to be blamed for 
his deficiencies in the upbringing of his child. Not infrequently 
he concentrates all his efforts on this child for the attainment of 
one or two accomplishments which during his own boyhood days 
he either missed out entirely, or had forced down his throat.

An observation too commonly noted is the careless attitude of 
both parents o f constantly exposing, or at least o f failing to conceal, 
their own “ shortcomings” before the child. These parents little 
realize that they themselves, by twisting the truth, or otherwise 
lacking in the elements of wholesomeness and honesty, set a bad 
example to their child. Obviously then, in many instances the par
ents are the cause o f the obstacles that must be surmounted in the 
solution o f the problem child at home; and sometimes they them
selves are the only obstacles. These facts give rise to a very delicate 
situation which demands more serious consideration and study than 
it now receives. •

I
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Miss Sayles’ book, an excellent presentation of a study in parent- 

child relationship, is the result of an effort to draw from the ex
perience o f fathers, mothers and children who come to the clinic 
some helpful suggestions for others who are faced by similar prob
lems. These versions are related clearly and fluently, and the subject 
matter is so presented as to focus the reader’s attention upon the 
underlying causes which contribute to the creation of the problem. 
The characters in these brief sketches are vividly introduced and the 
reader can easily evaluate their individual contribution to the dis
harmonious situation.

The contents include the more common problems found at the 
clinics conducted for the prevention o f delinquency under the Com
monwealth Fund program, and are divided into three parts—

Part 1— Emotional satisfaction which parents and children seek 
in one another.

Part 2— Mistaken ideas which influence parent-child relationship.
Part 3— Narratives.
The author aptly states that all o f us are at one point or 

another a bit askew and a bit warped by our own personal experi
ences. It is indeed unfortunate that this statement is not more fully 
appreciated by those who offer guidance to the maladjusted child. 
Most o f us are prone to judge others by our own standards. As 
adults, our opinions are determined to a considerable degree by our 
own early impressions o f life ; and, accordingly, we attempt to mold 
the lives o f others— particularly in the case o f the plastic child—  
along those very pathways.

S a m u e l  A d a m s  C o h e n , M.D.

Parents and Children. By Ernest R. Groves and Gladys Hoag- 
land Groves. Philadelphia: J. P. Lippincott Company, 1928. 196 p. 
Price $2.00.

The increased interest in parenthood which has developed within 
the last few years has created a demand for books on the subject 
which are intelligible to lay people. “ Parents and Children”  is not 
only intelligible to ordinary parents but the material is presented 
in an interesting fashion. The book is well illustrated with attractive 
pictures of children. It is a book which might be loaned by social 
workers to many o f their clients.

One important theme which is stressed throughout is the neces-
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sity for parents preparing their children to make the normal break, 
which should come during adolescence, from dependence on the 
family. The interplay o f suppression, conflict and consolidation of 
human desire within the family is discussed in Chapter II, showing 
certain changes in attitude which are necessitated by social changes 
in modern life. For example, the modern father must contribute 
more than money and authority if he wishes to share in the life of 
the family at all.

The chapter on “ Some Parents I Have Known” is full o f con
crete suggestions on how not to bring up a child. There are also 
many constructive suggestions as to methods o f dealing with the 
emotional life o f the child in such unusual circumstances as death.

The chapter on answering a child’s questions advocates simple 
direct sex education from an early age. The bibliography on this 
chapter, which is given in the appendix, is hardly adequate. In fact, 
these references might be increased for some o f the other chapters 
also.

The book concludes with a discussion of the use of leisure in co
ordinating the interests of the different members o f the family and 
a final chapter which gives a brief description of some forms of 
modern parenthood training.

M il d r e d  D. M u d g e t t .

The Soul of the Hospital. By The Rev. Edward F. Garesche,
S.J. Philadelphia and New Y ork : W . B. Saunders Company, 1929.
pp. 208.

Everyone who reads medical, social service, hospital and nursing 
magazines is familiar with the inspiring articles contributed by Father 
Garesche who is a seeker of Truth and Good in all things. Thor
oughly acquainted with the material side of hospital work the author 
seeks to impress the hospital workers, especially nurses who have 
such intimate contact with the patients, with the importance o f that 
intangible something— the soul or spirit which directly or indirectly 
influences us all our days. Never for a moment does the author lose 
sight of the interdependence of mind and body and while agreeing 
that the primary duty of the hospital is to cure the body he stresses 
the point that to effect a cure the mental or spiritual welfare o f the 
patient must also be considered.
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The purpose of the author is to infuse zeal for true service into 

the hospitals— and after reading this inspirational book one cannot 
fail to see what a remarkable change would be wrought in hospital 
management if the spiritual aspect of the work received the same 
recognition as the material. Father Garesche strongly believes in 
the importance of giving patients the opportunity to read well selected 
books and considers mental dietetics quite as necessary as food for 
the body. Quite apart from the spiritual emphasis on hospital work 
and management the author gives many interesting suggestions on 
management and interprets the hospital to those who work within its 
walls. The book is interesting from cover to cover and cannot fail 
to awaken an appreciation of what an hospital would be if the spirit 
of service prevailed throughout the various departments.

Improvised Equipment in the Home Care o f the Sick. By Lyla 
M. Olson, R.N . Philadelphia and New Y o rk : W . B. Saunders Com
pany, 1929. pp. 109.

Suddenly confronted with a request to give a one hour demon
stration on improvised equipment at an institution sponsored by the 
Minnesota Board o f Examiners o f Nurses the author realized that 
while all nurses were forced at times to improvise there was not 
available any book offering helpful suggestions.

This little volume is the result of an individual study of possible 
emergencies and a careful selection o f previous suggestions made 
by the Red Cross and other organizations. So complete is the book, 
and so carefully drawn and clearly explained are the illustrations 
that it seems improbable that either private duty or public health 
nurse could find any demand on her ingenuity which is not covered 
by the author.

The book is a priceless contribution to nursing education and in 
addition to its value to those engaged in the various fields o f nursing, 
superintendents of nursing schools will find it valuable in preparing 
student nurses, who become accustomed to the elaborate equipment of 
the modern hospital, for private duty. Nurses in every field o f 
work, and especially public health nurses working in remote districts 
can ill afford to be without this handy little volume which is small 
enough to slip in a coat pocket. Physicians too will find many sug
gestions for emergency work and the comfort o f their patients.
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“ Play Day— The Spirit o f Sport.”  By Ethel Perrin and Grace 
Turner, Staff Associates American Child Health Association. Pub
lished by the American Child Health Association, 370 Seventh Ave
nue, New York City. Price 35 cents.

This delightfully edited and charmingly illustrated booklet is 
devoted to the wholesomeness o f play and athletic competition for 
girls.

The authors explain the advantage o f “ Play Day”  programs of 
girls athletics and give directions for organizing and holding “ Play 
Days”  in all kinds of groups. Detailed accounts o f 15 “ Play Days” 
held in various parts o f the United States are also given. This book
let which is sponsored by the W omen’s Division of the National 
Amateur Athletic Federation will be invaluable to teachers and 
play directors, in short anyone interested in the development of 
character and good sportsmanship in the individual girl or groups 
o f girls.

Papworth Village Settlement. The eleventh annual report of 
the Committee o f Management and the Medical Director o f Pap
worth Village Settlement, Cambridge, England, gives a detailed and 
interesting account o f this unique settlement which is made up en
tirely o f tuberculous patients and their families. The village is 
much the same as other English villages with the exception that 
the villagers have the advantage o f the best medical supervision 
and ideal sanitary surroundings. The settlement consists o f churches, 
schools, village hall, cottages for families, hospital, hotels and work
shops where the patients work at various trades. L ife is carried 
on under normal conditions and there is very little to show that 
the village was founded to care for the tuberculous and their families. 
An outstanding achievement is the fact that in eleven years no child 
(and some have come of age) while a member of the community 
contracted tuberculosis in any known clinical form. Those who 
have left the settlement are all free from the disease. Any one in
terested in the rehabilitation of the tuberculous will benefit by reading 
this report which covers the medical, sociological, psychological and 
economic factors involved in tuberculosis rehabilitation work.
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“ City Planning for Girls.”  By Henrietta Additon. Published by 
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

This interesting monograph deals with conditions in Philadelphia, 
but as community life, like human nature, is much the same the 
world over, the findings and recommendations will be valuable to 
other communities striving to protect the adolescent girl. The study 
is thorough, comprehensive and complete. The first procedure was 
to base the study on the actual number o f girls in Philadelphia. The 
school census for the year ending June 30, 1925, showed that there 
were 337,028 children between 6 and 16 in the city. O f these 32,669 
were from 14 to 16 years of age. There were 3,659 girls at work 
and attending continuation school one day a week. The various 
agencies o f the city cooperated. The case records of these agencies 
were carefully studied and their methods and procedure evaluated 
according to recognized standards of social work. A  survey o f the 
social machinery of the city was made. All courts and correctional 
institutions were studied. A  request for data from other cities 
brought out the fact that there was no evidence of a comprehensive 
study having been made in any other city. The delving into case 
records, the study of these records and analysis o f the causative 
factors o f delinquency among young girls brought out many interest
ing facts and gave the author a sound foundation for her recommen
dation as to the social resources needed in Philadelphia in order 
to prevent delinquency. Some very interesting cases which show 
the importance of understanding care in handling potential cases 
as well as definite cases o f delinquency are cited.
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A  Morning in the Clinic at the Institute for Juvenile Research. 
By Jean Saper. Issued by the Department o f Public Welfare, 
Chicago, 111.

This little pamphlet gives a full and illuminating description o f 
the widely different juvenile problems presented in a single morning. 
The various cases which are reported briefly but in detail show the 
need for just such an institute, the methods employed in meeting 
the very often complex problems in each case and the results ob
tained.

Transactions of the Fifth Annual Meeting o f the American 
Child Health Association. This interesting volume contains reports 
o f the different sections of the Association and affiliated agencies. 
The papers which were delivered by experts in the various fields
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o f child health cover all phases o f child hygiene and child welfare 
from infancy to adolescence. The interest in the various opinions 
and findings o f the speakers is increased by the reported discussion 
following each paper. The book is well edited and will prove a ready 
source of information to those working in the field or interested in 
child health.

ABSTRACTS
“ Control o f Tuberculosis Through Family Health Supervision.” 

Mabelle S. Welsh. Public Health Nurse, 1928; X X , 413.
Tuberculosis is peculiarly a family disease in its origin and treat

ment. It is generally conceded that infections in childhood result 
in later manifestations o f the disease, therefore much depends upon 
the environment into which the child is born. While tuberculosis 
is no respecter of persons, the homes o f the poor offer fertile soil 
for the spread of the disease. The more intelligent and well to do 
members o f the community usually can avail themselves of compe
tent medical care and are o f course more easily reached by educa
tional propaganda. The public health nurse is chiefly concerned 
with the control o f tuberculosis and other preventable diseases in 
the homes of the poor. As the programs of all public and voluntary 
agencies are possible because o f scientific research and medical edu
cation which have provided the weapons o f attack, the public health 
nurse must be familiar with these principles if she is to intelligently 
participate in the anti-tuberculosis campaign. The author outlines 
the general health program of the East Harlem Demonstration in its 
fight against tuberculosis and other preventable diseases and its 
efforts to promote community health. This program is based on the 
principle that child health is a matter of parental responsibility and 
that the chief function of the public health nurse is to teach in the 
homes and at medical conferences and group meetings how health 
may be maintained and disease and distress diminished. The nurse 
through her home visits and caring for the sick is in a singularly 
strategic position to fight tuberculosis. Through her maternity, in
fant and preschool work the nurse can keep a watchful eye on all 
members of the family, directing them and encouraging health habits 
and periodic health examinations. The actual health work in tuber
culous families does not differ from work in non-tuberculous families 
except in emphasis. The author gives some interesting and enlight
ening information regarding cases under the care o f the Demonstra-
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tion. The methods employed in carrying out the Demonstration's 
intensive health program through medical, health, educational and 
recreational care of both tuberculous and non-tuberculous families 
gives one an idea o f the really great contribution the East Harlem 
Demonstration has made to public health and the control of tuber
culosis and other preventable diseases.

“ Some Sociology of Public Health Nursing.” D. H. Culp. 
Tr. Nurse and Hosp. Rev., 1928; L X X X I, 165.

The gist of this interesting article is that nurses in every branch 
of nursing work need training in psychology and sociology and we 
might add psychiatry. “ The central sociological fact in professional 
service is social interaction. Public health nursing— in fact all nurs
ing can be defined as an effort to control the social interaction be
tween the nurse and her patient and patient’s significant group so 
as to change his attitude and modify his behavior. This is true in 
ameliorative effort but far more in preventive work.”  In dealing 
with the polyglot members of a large community the nurse must 
have a tolerant and understanding attitude toward racial prejudices 
and customs. It is also necessary to comprehend fully the traditions, 
culture and habits of the various races. In other words, to expand 
one’s vision so that one can brush in a shadowy but definite back
ground to a modern picture. The language used matters little. It 
is the language of understanding which makes the nurse’s work 
effective. The author advises the public health nurse to study and 
appropriate as far as possible her client’s “ universe o f discourse” 
which after all is excellent advice in all our human relationships.

“ The Nurse and the Syphilological Clinic.”  Grace Garrison 
Sanford. Venereal Dis. Information, 1928; IX , 493.

This short but interesting article stresses the importance of grad
uate and student nurses being aware of the prevalence o f syphilis 
in any sphere of work with which they may enter. Osier is quoted 
as saying in 1917 that deaths from syphilis in England outranked 
tuberculosis, and Stokes in this country, as claiming that one out 
o f ten of the population has syphilis in some form. The author 
describes the work of the clinic, the method of procedure and treat
ment of the various stages of the disease by both the old and newer 
method in St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, Washington, D. C. It is of 
interest to know that in St. Elizabeth’s all student nurses and affiliated 
nurses from other institutions receive instruction and training in the 
syphilological clinic.
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“ Occupational Therapy in Orthopedic Cases.”  G. Pattee and F. 

W . Parlin. Rehabil. Rev., 1928; II, 186.
Three important things to be considered in occupational therapy 

in orthopedic disorders are: (1 )  the active exercise o f the affected 
joints and muscles; (2 )  the improvement in the patient’s morale; 
(3 )  the education o f the patient. The combination o f medical 
therapy, soul therapy and education spells partial or full rehabilita
tion. The authors who are engaged in this constructive work at the 
Mayo Clinic describe the various types of orthopedic cases treated, 
the treatment and the occupational therapy prescribed for the d if
ferent cases. Abstracts o f four interesting cases show how valuable 
an adjunct to medical science is occupational therapy.
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